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A LETTER TO UPPSALA
KOMMUN
Dear politicians of Uppsala kommun,
The Masters in Sustainable Development class of 2015 are pleased to present the
findings of our municipal sustainability reports to Uppsala kommun. It includes
developmental suggestions for the city of Uppsala, with the aim of encouraging the
city to become an even more sustainable and attractive place for its citizens and
visitors.
The authors of this report come from all corners of the world and bring new
perspectives on the places you may have passed by, used or even taken part in
planning. Some of us have lived in Uppsala for a few years, though most of us are
new, if not to Sweden, then to this city. We are an interdisciplinary group, meaning
we have backgrounds in anything from city planning to engineering and the natural
and social sciences. Thus, we represent a diverse group in geographic origin, as well
as covering a wide array of academic background, offering something most other
university programs cannot give you.
We have taken a detailed look at 10 different spots in central Uppsala. We observed
them, spoke to passersby and created visions and suggestions for how the 10 areas
could be made more sustainable in both creative and unique ways.
Our aim is that you will consider the report's findings and suggestions, and that as a
result of our hard work, sustainable changes and implementations can be made in
future developmental decisions within Uppsala. We want to be part of creating a
sustainable Uppsala, which we know that you also pursue. If you would like our help
by explaining our proposals more in-depth, take part in modelling suggestions or just
provide some input on any of your future decisions, we would be thrilled to assist
you! Finally, we would like to propose a future cooperation between the students of
our program and Uppsala kommun as we feel this could be a mutually beneficial
relationship between both parties as well as being of great value for the future
development of the city.
On behalf of our entire class, we would like to thank you for receiving this report,
encourage you to read it through thoroughly and to get in touch if you like.
Sincerely,
Tina Schmiers and Karolin Joelsson,
students of the Master of Sustainable
Development program 2015-2017

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Uppsala University is doing "Research for a better world"
and SLU aims to provide knowledge that "enable[s] us to
utilize our forests, our landscapes, our soil and our
animals in a sustainable way".Since 2010 Uppsala
municipality has adopted a ‘Uppsala Climate Protocol’
and in 2013 became the World Wild Life Foundation’s
Earth Hour Capital... but more can be done.
This report gathers the view of 60 master students
studying the proagrm in Sustainable Development at
Uppsala University.
They were assigned different areas of Uppsala, carried out research and formulated a list of
recommendations. This executive summary synthesizes their views into 7 different dimensions:
Science, Economy, technology, Law, People's participation, Cultural strategies and Communication
strategies . The rest of this report is the result of their group collaboration.

Science
Strategies to improve sustainability using science and academic research include: collecting
statistical data from environmental and social aspects related to each issue, using Uppsala city
as a case study, implementing academic research (and creating implementation tools) to best
solve sustainability problems, researching how the environment (and biodiversity) will be
impacetd by certain proposals and trials and finally, by creating a model/simulator of how the
environment and urban areas affect each other and are connected. (Urban sustainability
indicators may perhaps be modelized.)
Economic Sustainability
There will initially be an investment cost for sustainable development
implementations. However, they will pay back in the long run. As an
example, extending areas for pedestrians and bicycles and restricting
areas for cars will initially cost money but will lead to improved air
quality, less accidents, less noise and a make people more keen to
physical activity. More pedestrian will also lead to a strengthened
local economy of cafés and small shops in the city centre.

Technology
To sustainably develop Uppsala, technology can be
used to create a holistic urban experience that
promotes safety, well-being and accessibility
regardless of personal mobility levels.
In order to comply with Uppsala’s sustainability goals,
the implementation of technology should be explored
to facilitate the improvement of the urban fabric
throughout the city. Ranging from the installation of
adequate lighting in public spaces (possibly power by
solar panels), to provision of public water fountains
and lavatories, the integration of communication
technologies for users of public transportation, and
increasing the amount of greenery in public spaces.
Law
After extensive discussions on various policies related to Accessibilty, Safety and Recycling, it is felt
that regulating the topics discussed within this report with legislation may not be a rational or
reasonable solution without further research or knowledge on current laws within Uppsala and
Sweden. Instead, we would suggest more communicative and behavioural solutions for these
issues.
We believe that Uppsala Kommun should discuss the current situation in some of the parks to see
if more lights could increase safety. We furthermore believe that better accessibility for disabled
people could be looked into further by the Kommun. Lastly, we have noticed good recycling
stations around Uppsala, but some more (for example at the Central Station) would be favourable
for a more sustainable and environmental aware Uppsala.

People’s Participation & Political Action
Uppsala Kommun should include stakeholders from all socioeconomic backgrounds within both the
development and implementation phases of the decision making process. The municipality and its
members should capitalise upon local knowledge by using various techniques such as consultations,
surveys, and polls. For example, invite and include students from the university in the planning
process – even open up for internships at the municipality – (e.g. from urban planning, landscape
architecture, and sustainable development programs), initiate ideating projects with schools or other
local organisations, include and discuss with people with disabilities, and/or pursue surveys in
Uppsala’s different urban areas. These tools encourage both grassroots and top-down collaborations
between all stakeholders. The validity of decisions being made will thus increase when both
politicians and local individuals work together. Also, the citizens can thus co-create the city they want
to live in.

Cultural/ behaviour strategies
Solutions provided by the groups involve changing individual and social behaviours, which include the
following three elements. (1) Changing people's mindset and perception through more social
interaction (achieved by e.g. markets) and awareness (achieved by e.g. education and availability of
information). (2) Redefining concepts of spaces and their functions (e.g. bridge not limited to
transportation use, park not limited to daytime use). (3) Changing people's behaviour through urban
planning, promoting good habits (e.g. incentives, positive and recognisable symbols) and hindering
bad habits (e.g. cost, social pressure).
Increasing people's engagement - of all ages and socio-cultural backgrounds, the able and disable through increasing socialising and accessibility opportunities.

Communication Strategy
In order for the solutions put forth in this report to be implemented successfully, the Uppsala
Kommun will require a clear communications strategy to increase the public awareness of
the sustainable enhancement of the city of Uppsala's urban areas. Suggestions include the
updating and adding of proper signage, and multimedia awareness campaigns that include
the use of social media, information handouts, relaunch events, educational communication
and graphical media.
In summary, by creating an open dialogue between students, civil societies, urban planners,
the general public, and the Uppsala Kommun, it will increase awareness and positive support
to make efficient changes to the public areas.
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Vaksala Torg:
A sustainability challenge
Andersson Maria
Borgersen Anna
Gellert Daniel
Ingvarsson Josef
Mondino Elena
Szendro Enrique

Introduction
Our assignment was to observe Vaksala torg, a square situated in the centre of Uppsala, and the
area surrounding it. Vaksala torg was built with the purpose of being a market square in the late
19th century. At this time there were few buildings surrounding it. In 1903, Uppsala’s market
trading moved from Stora torget to Vaksala torg due mainly to sanitary and traffic reasons.
Vaksalaskolan, which is situated next to the square, was ready built in 1927. Uppsala Konsert och
Kongress, also situated next to the square, was ready built in 2007. In this study, we decided to
look at sustainability from four different perspectives: Nature, Society, Economy and Well-being.
Sustainability is a broad and complex concept, and can be defined in many ways. One well-used
definition is the one stated in the UN-report “Our Common Future” (1987) which concludes that:
"Sustainable development is a development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”. The concept of a
sustainable square can be described as a place that strengthens community, social interaction,
local economy and culture within the boundaries of nature (Rockström, 2010).
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What characterizes a successful square?
By observing and analysing hundreds of squares, the Project for Public Spaces (2015a) concludes that
the physical design only plays a minor role in creating a successful square. In order for a square to be
successful it needs to promote social interaction and host a variety of activities to attract different
audiences at different time spans (Ibid.) By clustering businesses of different kinds, local markets can
become community hubs strengthening local identity (The Project for Public Places, 2015b). A good
example of this phenomenon is the flea market of Brooklyn, where the market has played a major role
in making the area into a hotspot for artisanal food production and crafts (Ibid.)
We have used observations and literature research as our method to understand how these four
perspectives interact with each other and how they can be improved in the area.
The aim of this study is to see how Vaksala torg can be more sustainable and to give a proposal for
how this could be achieved.
We limited our study to focus on answering three questions that we believe can contribute to make
Vaksala torg more sustainable:

How can the square be a place for social interaction?


How can the square promote local economy by linking the rural and urban areas?



How can we balance the green, blue and grey areas of the square?

1. How can the square be a place for social interaction?
In this paragraph, we will concentrate on the social aspects of sustainability. We will structure it in the
following way: firstly, we will expose our observations of Vaksala torg; secondly, we will deal with the
importance of public spaces in a social context and eventually suggest concrete solutions that could
improve social interaction in the area.
Observations of the square
When we were on the spot to analyse all the aspects concerning the sustainability of the square, we
noticed that there was no place which people can use to spend time together. Although there is a great
amount of unused space, there is no street furniture. Hence, the site is mainly seen as a shortcut to the
centre and is not recognised as a social gathering point. Therefore, it seems like people prefer to spend
their free time in the city centre.
Moreover, there could be a great potential for cultural events by linking them to Uppsala Konsert och
Kongress. Albeit, there is still no connection to Vaksala torg, which instead could be the venue where
the cultural interaction take place.
The last observation we made concerns Vaksalaskolan, another element we would like to integrate
into the square. We noticed that students use the place just as a way to reach the school, not as a
meeting point.
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Figure 1. Vaksala torg

Importance of public spaces in a social context
Our above-stated observations are a contradiction to the policy of the Swedish board of integration,
which is the basic notion of creating a society for everyone. In order to accomplish this goal, they
developed a strategy that contains three pillars. The first is concerned with the equal rights; this includes
obligations as well as opportunities for the local community. Secondly, the strategy aims at the “societal
community”; this is the integration of all diverse groups into the society as a whole. The last objective
concerns societal development within the society that leaves no person behind, no matter from
which background they come (Stigendal and Östgren, 2013).
In order to promote this overall strategy, we would like to introduce the principle of social
cohesion. This framework deals with building a community with the same values and mounts to the
reducing of social and economic inequality. This concept supports the idea of engaging people into the
community or, in our case, with the social interaction within the square. (Dick, 2003)
As Ryan (2006) stated, the complete usage of the space by the community all year round is stressed by
the idea of flexible equipment for the square that is promoting different activities. Holland, Clark, Katz
and Peaceet (2007) bring up that another aspect that contributes to the social interaction in a square
is leaving enough space for the people to use the attractions on the square in their own way. They argue
that this is supporting the integration of people with different backgrounds. This should lead the
achievement of the overall ambition of the Swedish Integration Board, a society for everyone.
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Concrete solutions to improve social interactions
After discussing the main benefits deriving from social interactions, it is time to present how we can
practically achieve them.
As we underlined in the academic part, the transformation of the square is an important factor to
meet the goal. Since Sweden is characterised by both warm summers and cold winters, it is reasonable to
create a place suitable for each season.
As for the summer months, the square needs to have places where people can spend time enjoying the
sun, such as benches and a dining area with tables; in this way, we allow inhabitants and tourists to live
factually the place. In addition, we suggest a playground as well as a street chess game. The former will
address the needs of the children by giving them their own playing area within the square. The latter,
instead, is a good way to make adults involved in a different social activity. Another ingredient that
could increase the attractiveness of the square could be the installation of dancing fountains: on one
hand, they increase the aesthetic value of the neighbourhood and on the other kids can play with it.
When the weather turns colder and it starts to snow, it is possible to turn the square into an ice
skating ground. This activity attracts different age groups at different times in a day; moreover, it
offers a way to identify with the Swedish culture. Furthermore, over Christmas time, a Christmas fair is a
great opportunity to fill the square with a vivid atmosphere.
As part of our observations, Vaksalaskolan needs to be integrated in the square, since it could be a
potential stakeholder for the societal development of the local community. By promoting gardening
activities in the school schedule, it will be possible for the pupils to hold a market in Vaksala torg and sell
their products to their parents or local inhabitants.
Eventually, we thought about incorporating Uppsala Konsert och Kongress into the square as an
active member. The building is incoherent with the area from an architectural point of view, but this
discrepancy can instead be an opportunity to link together the new and the old. A promising approach
would be to open the practice session of the different artists to the public, in order to raise awareness of
what is going on in the building. This could result in an improvement for the local community and turn
into a point of strength.

2. How Can the Square Promote Local Economy byLinking the Rural and Urban
Areas?
Vaksala torg serves as an urban landmark in the city, which is a “readily identifiable object which serve
as external reference point” (Lynch, 1960). Since its construction in 1880, the purpose of the square has
been to enable economic interaction in the community by functioning as the settling point of Uppsala’s
Market. There have been many changes in more than 100 years of history of the area, nevertheless the
base point of a market functioning as an economic and social encounter point has never left it.
As a result of observation, there were some issues regarding the socio-economic health of the site:
Vaksala torg is a public space with an area of almost 1 hectare (9630 m2), from
approximatemeasurements from Google Earth (107 m x 90 m). This makes it difficult for any activity
happening there to have an impact on the whole square.
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Figure 2. Picture of Vaksala torg taken in 1965 showing the vibrant marketplace. (Digitalt museum, 2015)
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There is no interaction of Vaksala torg with the storefronts of Kvarnen, located at the north of the square
(the building at the east), nor Uppsala Konsert och Kongress, located at the west. This diminishes
the opportunity for a richer business climate.

Figure 3. Location of the square and its surroundings
Moreover, there are no cafés, restaurants or bars in the surrounding area, besides a sushi bar and a
restaurant located inside Uppsala Konsert & Kongress. It appears that there is no interaction between the
restaurants and the public area.
From the four storefronts located in the building east of the square all but one are out of business.
This could mean that the building is unattractive for potential businesses as well as that Vaksala torg is
not offering any plus to benefit from.
Besides the problems encountered, we found some positive points that could be strengthened in
order to improve the image of Vaksala torg as a meeting point for exchange inside the neighbourhood and
the city.
Uppsala Konsert & Kongress already functions as a landmark in Uppsala that could benefit from the
public spaces by opening to them and vice versa, and it does not have to be a substantial
investment to achieve it. Furthermore, there is a thriving flower and fruit/vegetable market that occurs
from Monday to Saturday. Even though it is a small market, it has customers all week long.
Unfortunately, no local or organic products are sold at the existing market.
15

Figure 4. Even though the market covers a small percentage of the square, it has a wide variety
of products.

Figure 5. Vaksala torg from the Konsert och Kongress rooftop

In addition, a flea market happens every Saturday that is connecting people in the neighbourhood and all
around the city. Not to mention, the square is located close to the centre of the city as well as to the Train
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Station, which makes it accessible for everyone in the city and neighbouring communities. The
municipality arranges some seasonal events all year round in Vaksala torg, making it appealing for further
investment.
Having analysed all these observations we came to the idea of implementing the infrastructure for a
market, deployed in a set percentage of the square, which could contain the pre-existent market as well
as local farmers who produce food in the communities nearby Uppsala.
Food with Added Values and Local Markets
The interest for food products with added values, for example organic, local, traditional and
artisanal, is increasing (Rytkönen, Bonow and Wramner, 2013). The Swedish eco-market has never been
so big before, and hit its record last year, increasing by 38% in one year (Ekowebb, 2015). The interest for
food products with benefits can be understood as a way for urban dwellers to connect with nature and
build identity (Sandberg, 2012). Creating local food systems, where people can overview how and by
whom their food is being produced, can be a way to connect the urban with the rural sphere
economically, socially and ecologically. By creating markets for local foods in the city centre, money can
be channelled from the urban to the rural areas, and support a sustainable development of the whole
region.
Concerning ecological sustainability, local markets for local foods can be a way of increasing
urban dwellers knowledge and engagement in agriculture, which could inspire consumers to do more
sustainable food choices. In addition to that, local production has the potential of making use of local
resources and can increase the ecological sustainability of Uppsala (Kahilouti, 2005).
Visions and Ideas: a Local Food Market at Vaksala torg
Food brings people together. A market place for local foods at Vaksala torg could strengthen the local
economy and the interaction between the urban Uppsala with the farmers in the rural surroundings.
Food artisans and chefs using local products could make it a gastronomic hotspot with for example food
trucks, which could enrich the square with new aromas and flavours. This implies positive synergy
effects of social interaction, creativity and new possibilities for small-scale local businesses.
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3. How can we balance the green, blue and grey areas of the square?
Observations of the green and blue areas in Vaksala torg, Vaksalaskolan and the Uppsala Konsert
och Kongress
The area, which includes Vaksala torg, Vaksalaskolan schoolyard and Uppsala Konsert och
Kongress, contains scarcely green and blue areas. There are a number of trees, a small water fountain and
a faucet is on the side of the square, which does not feel integrated into the area and it is more grey
than blue in its infrastructure. Outside Uppsala Konsert och, Kongress there are some pots with flowers.
Inside the building, some small green plants are good for the air quality. The schoolyard has some trees
but the rest it is mostly asphalt. The square is otherwise mainly grey and consists of the few markets
that take place on the square every weekday.
The importance of green and blue areas in a square
So why is it important to have a blue and green presence in a square? A blue and green environment
contributes to wellbeing (ref). It improves the air quality and makes people willing to go outside.
Studies show that people’s everyday environment has effects on stress level and health (ref). Especially,
older and disabled people need to get the possibility to have good outdoor places accessible and
close (Anna Bengtsson, 2003). According to Anna Bengtsson (2003) there are several reasons why being
outside is good for a person’s wellness. Sunlight, fresh air and the possibilities of physical outdoor
activities also promote good health.

Figure 6. Green city area, Anna Borgersen
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In the report Uppsala om 20 år (Uppsala kommun, 2010), it’s mentioned that well shaped green
areas in squares will be created to increase sustainability in the city from both social, biological and
environmental perspectives, although inside the cities it is the social values of the green areas that
will be prioritized most. Green infrastructure helps us realize and understand the advantages human
society can get from nature (European Environmental Agency, 2014). The grey areas are not
disposable though, since they are functional in many different ways when facilitating accessibility to
services, transportation of materials, production of goods, services etc. However, natural solutions are
multi-functional and have the ability to provide several functions and benefits on the same spatial area
(ibid). Researches show that the enhancement of well-being and contact with nature is highly valued
attributes and benefits from urban green spaces from citizens. The cities get local climate
stabilization via air filtration (Jim and Chen 2008), lower temperatures in cities (Tsilini, Papantoniou,
Kolokotsa and Maria 2014). Since the amount and quality of urban green spaces in cities mostly is a
political question, it is important to have communication between the residents’ beliefs and the
planners’ expertise to make the urban green areas as good as possible (Madureira, Nunes, Oliviera,
Cormier and Madureira 2015).
Proposal to increase the green and blue ratio in Vaksala Torg
We conclude that the square certainly needs more trees, even smaller ones with flowers such
cherry-trees or flowers to increase the presence of bees and pollination. Some part of the square could be
covered with grass so that people can walk bare foot and sit down. A big pond could be
implemented in the middle of the square, with some planting and Swedish fish.
An idea is that it could be used as a breeding pond, and in the autumn, the fish can be let out in the
Fyrisån River. As mentioned previously, the pond could then be used during the winter for ice-skating by
the school and other citizens. Hopefully, skates and helmets can be donated and then be rented out for a
cheap fee. It should also be possible to cover the pond with a temporary floor if the space is needed
for concerts or similar events. A drinking faucet could be installed at both sides of the square. Then people
can drink there or bring bottles to fill instead of buying water. Big stones could also be placed out in the
square and be used to sit and play on.
Students could build boxes used for cultivation as an integrated part of the education. As mentioned
previously the vegetables could be used by the students for cooking or be sold at the market in the square.
In this way, you can combine theoretical and practical training and create an understanding for the
growing life.
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For Uppsala Konsert och Kongress, a green pavilion or alley could be made as an entrance from the
square that connects it with the building. In the Konsert building, a suggestion is to create an indoor
greenhouse with different plants.

Figure 6. Photo: Kungsträdgården, Stockhom, Anna Borgersen

Figure 7. School garden. Anna Borgersen
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Conclusions
The concept of a sustainable square can be described as a place that strengthens community, social
interaction, local economy and culture within the boundaries of nature.
Our observations and literature studies have showed that there is great potential for making Vaksala
torg a more sustainable square. An important strategy in developing the square in a sustainable direction
is to consider the different perspectives of sustainability: nature, society, economy and well- being as
parts of a whole, where the different perspectives strengthens each other.
To sum up, our study has led to a number of visions and ideas:


To integrate the cultural potential of Uppsala Konsert och Kongress into the square.



To integrate Vaksalaskolan into the place through activities carried out by students, such as
planting and gardening.
To improve the overall image of the place, including playgrounds, seasonal events like iceskating and more street furniture.
To establish a Market place for local grown food products. This could connect rural and urban
areas of Uppsala, strengthen local economy, and create a place for social interaction.
Additionally, increasing the consumption of local food can strengthen the ecological
sustainability of the city, by making good use of local resources.
A pond with fish and plants in the warm season that can be used for interaction and as a
breeding pond.
More trees, plants and grass, which will improve, air quality and attract people to be outside.







To implement these visions and ideas we experienced, along the research process, that interdisciplinary
collaboration is an important component for integrating all aspects (social, nature, well-being and
economy) and transform Vaksala torg to a sustainable place.
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Rytkönen, P., Bonow, M. och Wramner, P.
(red) (2013). Från matproduktion till gastronomi.
Huddinge: Södertörns högskola.
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Stora Torget:
Sustainability in real life
Amanda Norrlander
Andrés Fuentes
Karolin Adamsson
Karolin Joelsson
Nivit Tanglertpaibul
Mario García

Abstract
Stora torget is a square located in the center of Uppsala. The square is regarded as a connecting
point due to its location with the city pedestrians using the bus transports passing by the stops.
The square has however been lacking social and nature factors with few inhabitants using the
square as a social meeting or relaxing point. Therefore the research question has been to
investigate in how Stora torget can become a combination of a human/nature meeting point and
still connect Uppsala city with public transport? The research has been conducted with literature
starting point from the sustainability compass and how to write sustainability reports (reference).
The method strategy within the empirical area has been to conduct briefly personal interviews
with randomly selected pedestrians as well as extracting historic information from the city archive
and futuristic information from the municipality. The research group proposed solutions have
therefore been to install a higher vegetation element and draw cafés and tools to attract social
events considering the economic factors and consumption in the area, which all in all would
increase the health standards in Stora torget. The conclusions are lastly that a majority of the
interview respondents and the municipality wanted a major social and relaxing enhancement to
the square while realizing the important need of the communal transports stopping by the
square, which leaves the situation without concrete solution
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ALREADY ESTABLISHED FUTURE VISIONS
In the comprehensive municipal plan for “Vision Uppsala 2030”, focus is put
on increasing the amount of green areas, protecting the agricultural land,
and widen the transport system both within and outside the city. The city
also aims to prioritize buses by establishing rapid bus transit routes in order
to create a proper link between the city districts. Moreover, the municipality
sees Stora torget as “the heart of Uppsala” — an important social meeting
point with bus stops for public transport (Uppsala kommun, 2015).
There is a great demand from the citizens to change the configuration of
Stora torget to a more social area without buses passing through. At the
moment, discussions are being held between the municipality and UL
regarding the development of the bus network in Uppsala (Adamsson, 2015).
According to Åkerblom (2015), the most likely change at Stora torget is the
implementation of rapid transit bus routes throughout the city and the
decrease of bus lines with slight chances of an eventual move of the bus
stops. However, an increase of natural elements is not considered.

Stora torget is a square
in the center of Uppsala
city which according to
its municipality has a
main purpose to
connect the city's
western and eastern
side with bus
connections while also
serving as a meeting
and social point for the
city’s inhabitants
(Uppsala kommun,
2010).

How can Stora torget
become a combination
of a human/nature
meeting point and still
connect Uppsala city
with public transport?
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Introduction
Stora torget is one out of four
squares with closed corners that
still remain in the world (Fries,
2010). Most of the buildings
surrounding the square are from
the 1960’s and 1970’s, when about
40 % of the old buildings in central
Uppsala were torn down. This
radical change was done for the car
traffic and businesses that required
more space and wider streets. The
square has been used for different
kinds of vehicles and traffic
throughout
Trams at Stora torget in 1944. Photographer: Axel Sagerholm
the years. 1906-1953, when Uppsala
had tramway traffic, it served as a junction point for trams (Nilsson, 2013, p. 6). Even during the tramway period
buses crossed the square, though it was after the removal of trams it became a junction for buses instead
(Nilsson, 2015).
Today, bus stops are located in the area with several lines operating (both directions) with approximately ten to
fifteen minutes time windows. Even though Stora torget links Kungsängsgatan and Svartbäcksgatan (the main
pedestrian shopping street), there are no proper crossing lanes for pedestrians because of the bus/taxi traffic
running through the square. No private cars or bicycles are allowed in the area. Moreover, Stora torget is paved
with only few green spots or other natural elements.

A major challenge for urban areas is to create sustainable
meeting and connection points where natural, social, and
economic values are taken into consideration. Due to this, the
aim of this research is to investigate how, and if, Stora torget
can be a human/nature meeting point while also be utilized as
a public transport connection point (Atkisson, 2015).

Source: Google maps.
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We are thus answering the following question:
How can Stora torget become a combination of a human/nature meeting point and still connect Uppsala city
with public transport?

Method
In order to get a better understanding of Stora
torget and to develop our research question, we
started off by observing the area. We found that
Stora torget is a place where people mainly pass by
or take the bus. Moreover, the square is noisy due
to the buses passing through as well as the current
renovation of Åhléns mall. The core observations
took place on Monday the 7th of September, 2015
throughout the day. However, many of the group
members passed by Stora torget regularly and
could therefore do more observations throughout
the project period. Thus, together with documents
from Uppsala kommun, we formulated our
research question.
This project is permeated by the idea of creating a
sustainable square — how this can be achieved in
the case of Stora torget and what it actually means
for the people in Uppsala. Thus, we combined
theories on how public spaces are good and
attractive, and also how they are used, with the
sustainability compass model in order to answer
these questions (see further on page 10).
We based our research on observations and on
interviews conducted with people passing through
Stora torget. The interviews were constructed in
order to create a deeper understanding of the
Uppsala citizen’s ideas and visions for Stora torget.

4. Mode of transport
5. Sustainability compass
6. Other comments
The interviews were held in Swedish but the
questionnaire is also translated into English (see
appendix 1). After the conducted interviews, we
realized that some of the questions had flaws.
Especially, the statement “I think Stora torget has
enough of shops and restaurants/cafes”, though
many respondents made a difference between
shops and restaurants/cafes. If we were to do a
similar questionnaire in the future we would have
formed the statement in another way.
Initially, the idea was to conduct interviews during
different days
and times to get a wider set of data for our analysis.
However, due to the time constraints of this project
the 27 interviews were conducted on Friday the 11th
of September 2015, between 11am and 12.30pm.
Nevertheless, there was a rather even distribution
on our respondents regarding gender, age, and for
how many years they have lived in Uppsala. Most of
the questions had fixed answering options to
choose from while the last question opened up for
reflection. Also, the respondents reflected freely on
Stora torget during the interviews, which gave us a
broader picture of their thoughts regarding the
square.
In appendix 2 we report on how we have
interpreted the data from the interviews.

The questionnaire consisted of six parts:
1. Background e.g. age, gender, and reason
for being at Stora torget
2. Necessary, optional, and social activities
(see page 10)
3. “The heart of Uppsala”
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Theoretical Background
In this section, theories on outdoor activities, successful squares, and the sustainability compass are presented in
order to create a greater understanding for our choice of methods.
Classification of outdoor activities
The Danish architect and lecturer, Jan Gehl, has classified three types of outdoor activities: Necessary
Activity, Optional Activity, and Social Activity.

Necessary Activity

Optional Activity

Social Activity

Daily activities that require low degree of participation from individual — this type
of activity is pursued throughout the whole year — e.g. walking to school, waiting
for the bus, grocery shopping at a supermarket.
Activities that occur under favorable conditions such as sunny days, clean air, or
beautiful surroundings (nature, great architecture, or physical planning) — e.g.
enjoy life, get some fresh air, read a book on a bench, spend time with friends.
Activities that are dependant on the presence of people in the open spaces — e.g.
cultural or community events, conversation with neighbors, greeting people in the
morning.

(Gehl, 2011)

A “Successful Square”
Project for Public Spaces (2015) developed the
diagram called “What Makes A Great Place?”. This
diagram is used in our study for giving a basic idea
on how to make Stora torget a great place.
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Further, the different parts are hereby explained:
Sociability

Interactive and friendly are some of the factors that make a public space alive —
when people feel comfortable socializing with others, they are more likely to feel
sense of belonging and attachment to the community and space.

Uses & Activities

Successful public spaces have fun, engaged, and organized activities that attract
people from various genders and ages.

Access & Linkages

Great public spaces provide good connections — both visually and physically — to
the area e.g. special functions for people with special needs and disabilities.

Comfort & Image

A successful public space provides safety, cleanliness, and availability of the space —
not only for pedestrian but also other types of vehicles.

In appendix 3 are some examples of square from all over the world that are considered good examples of good
public spaces.
Sustainability Compass (© AtKisson, Inc.)
The names of the directions — North, East, South, and West
— are in the sustainability compass replaced by Nature,
Economy, Society, and Well-being. These factors represent
four essential dimensions of achieving sustainability. For an
organization, community, or public space to be sustainable, it
needs to simultaneously consider, and take care of, all four
directions (AtKisson, Inc., 2002).

Nature

"Nature" refers to our natural ecological systems and environmental concerns, from
ecosystem health to resource consumption and waste.

Economy

"Economy" means all the ways we use resources, our own work, and our ideas and
technologies, and turn them into goods, services, money and jobs.

Society

”Society” refers to all the social institutions, cultures, and values that
organize our collective life as human beings, from government agencies to school clubs,
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from human rights to the rule of law.

Well-being

"Well-being" refers to individual health, happiness, and quality of life, which also includes
the health and happiness of our families and others close to us, and our relationships to
them.

(ibid.)

Indicators
We limited our research to looking at four main indicators, one for each direction of the sustainability compass,
for Stora Torget — Connection with Nature, Consumption Patterns, Sense of Place and Belonging, and Safety.
Nature

Connection with
Nature

Stora torget gives access and fosters engagement between nature
and the people.

Economy

Consumption
Settings

Stora torget has a good balance between consumption and social
behaviors — the square creates a space for people from various
financial backgrounds.

Society

Sense of Place and
Belonging

Stora torget creates a sense of belonging for the people of
Uppsala.

Well-being

Safety

Stora torget is a place in which you feel safe.

Results
As mentioned in the introduction, Stora torget is an
important hub for Uppsala’s public transport
system. Private cars are not allowed and nor are
bicycles. The square is paved with only few green
elements (e.g. flower arrangements in big pots).
There are some benches by the bus stops and a few
others (without backrests) around the square. Also,
two of the restaurants, Max and Jalla, have outdoor
seats. Around the square there are several different
shops, restaurants and cafes as well as banks,
offices, and an upper secondary school.
From our observations we could see that most
people are using Stora torget as a passage to other
parts of the city. We could see that people walked
through the square, waited for someone, or waited
for the bus. The results from the interviews partially
confirm that. Two thirds of the respondents said

they were passing by or waiting for someone (Chart
1).
Many of the pedestrians that passed through Stora
torget
came
from
Svartbäcksgatan
or
Kungsängsgatan and went across the square in
order to continue on the shopping street.
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The results from the interviews show that the
respondents are of the same opinion when it comes
to which mode of transportation should be
prioritized at Stora torget. It is clear that
pedestrians should be prioritized instead of private
cars (Chart 2). But when it comes to public
transportation and bicycles, the results are not as
clear. Especially between different age groups
(Chart 3). Several respondents meant that it would
be ideal to move the buses from the square, while
others meant that it is hard to remove the buses
from Stora torget due of the city infrastructure (see
appendix 4).

Chart 1. Purpose of the visit to Stora torget.
Hence, the pedestrians had to cross Drottninggatan
/ Vaksalagatan (Stora torget combines both
streets) were the buses run. It looked a bit chaotic
when people were crossing the street because of
the traffic. Apart from buses, delivery transports to
the shops and restaurants are regularly passing
through Stora torget, as well as taxis and traffic to
the construction site of Åhléns. Even though it is
forbidden to bike through Stora torget, there are
people doing so anyways. Moreover, the square is
very noisy because of all the traffic. We therefore
noticed that it was hard to have a conversation. The
noise could thus be a problem for socializing on the
square.
The constructed height levels between the
pedestrian areas of the square and the bus lanes
vary. In the middle the level is high, while on the
sides the levels are even. This means that some
people (e.g. old/disabled people) need to go to the
sides in order to cross to the other side, which could
be a detour.
During the observations, we noticed that many of
the benches around Stora torget do not have
backrests. This is a bit problematic for people with
back problems or other disabilities because they
might need the backrests in order to sit
comfortably. Many people used the benches while
waiting for the bus or when they were meeting up
with someone.

Uppsala municipality sees Stora torget as “the
heart of the city”, we therefore asked the
respondents which different function (natural,
optional, or social activity) is the most important
one in order for the square to have this title. The
results show that the most important function is
social activity e.g. concerts, demonstration, and
other types of performances. However, the
difference in preferences between the three types
of activities is small (Chart 4).

Chart 2. Transport Priority
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Chart 4. Heart of Uppsala.
Necessary activities: Shopping / Take the bus.
Optional Activities: Place of relaxation. E.g. reading.
Social Activities: Social events such as concerts,
holiday celebrations.

Chart 3. Transport Priority, differences
between people born in different decades

In order to measure how sustainable Stora torget is
today, we asked the respondents four questions —
each one of them connected to one of the four
factors in the sustainability compass. The result
show that Stora Torget is not sustainable (chart 5).

Stora torget feels bare and sterile and therefore
needs more plants and other natural. One
respondent described Stora torget as “a concrete
desert” (see appendix 4). A positive result from the
interviews is that most respondents feel safe at
Stora torget. This lead to that the indicator for wellbeing got the highest score in the compass, no
matter the age or length of time living in Uppsala
(Chart 6 and 7).

The one that got the lowest score is the indicator
for nature. Many respondents pointed out that

Chart 5. Stora Torget Sustainability Compass.
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The indicator for economy got the second highest
score. The respondents got to decide if they agree
or disagree with the statement “I think Stora torget
has enough shops and restaurants/cafes”. While
conducting the interviews we realized that the
statement has flaws. Several respondents made a
difference between shops and restaurants/cafes.
Many was thinking out loud before answering the
question and said that there are enough shops but
not enough restaurants and cafes. They requested
more outdoor seating. One respondent said “There
are not enough cafés or other social meeting points
at Stora torget. All shops should be replaced and
focus should be put on social aspects. Today, all the
cozy cafés in Uppsala are located in areas where no
shops are” (see appendix 4).

Chart 6. Sustainability Compass comparison between
people born in different decades

The respondents’ distinctions between shops and
restaurant may therefore not give an accurate
image of what we wanted to measure. Our
intention with the question was to see if people feel
they can spend time at Stora torget without
spending money. Also, the statement for the
society indicator has flaws. The statement was “I
like to spend time at Stora torget”. During the
interviews we realized that people agree to the
statement but it was not necessarily because of the
square itself. Another important aspect that came
up was that people who recently moved to Uppsala
or teenagers have a more positive perception of
Stora torget (Chart 6 and 7).
As mentioned, many of the respondents were
spontaneously talking about how to make Stora
torget a better square. They requested more
restaurants and cafes with outdoor seating as well
as more benches. Moreover, some respondents put
emphasis on that Stora torget should be a social
meeting point, and drew parallels to squares from
the South of Europe (e.g. Italy and France).

Chart 7. Sustainability Compass Comparison.
Length of time as resident in Uppsala
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Stora torget is located very central in Uppsala and
from an accessibility point of view, it is good that
the buses are connected to the square. Others
mentioned that they would like Stora torget to be
free from buses, but they thought it would be hard
to achieve due to the city’s current infrastructure.

The respondents also mentioned the traffic
situation, especially the buses as a disturbing
factor. Several respondents said they wished the
buses to be removed from Stora torget, but some
also said that is good that the buses are there.

Solutions and recommendations
In this section, solutions and recommendations are proposed for the Stora torget area. These are divided into the
Sustainability compass elements in order to further clarify our aims. With inspiration from the good examples of
attractive squares in appendix 3 we have come up with some solutions that will improve Stora torget as a meeting
point for human/nature and still connect Uppsala city with public transportation.
with different disabilities, are also put forward.
These solutions have focus on reducing the
dangerous risks of pedestrians constantly crossing
Society
According to the interviews, a big part (around 30
%) prefers the location to be a connecting point for
the public transport system. However, the majority
wants the square to become more of a social point
with a bigger prioritization of pedestrians. One of
the busy bus street. This would also allow
our main solutions would therefore be to reduce
pedestrians to move more freely on and around the
the amount of bus lines crossing the square and
square as well as on Vaksalagatan and
possibly add crossing lanes for pedestrians.
Drottninggatan. Besides reducing the presence of
Moreover, ideas on building of bridges or tunnels,
bus traffic, restrictions on the delivering hours to
adapted for pedestrians and accessible for people
morning or late evening would make Stora torget
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more socially accessible during the day. This is the
time when the majority of the passing inhabitants
utilize the square to their weekly purposes.
Moreover, we suggest to install interactive art
exhibitions and art installations e.g. graffiti or
wishes boards (use of crayons).

and thereby attract more inhabitants to Stora
torget. When more people are attracted to the area
during evening and night hours, the sense of
security would increase due to higher presence of
people in the area.

Well-being
Another of our proposals is an increased, wider,
brighter and common lighting system that
stretches from Vaksalagatan to Drottninggatan and
Svartbäcksgatan to Kungsängsgatan. Even though

Nature
When looking at the observations of Stora torget
along with the results of the interviews, both the
group and the respondents (Appendix 4) noticed
the complete absence of natural elements and the
lack of benches on the square.
This is why our main contributing proposal for the
element of nature is the installing of trees/potted
trees (if potted they can be removed for bigger
events, and such), plants, fountains, and accessible
benches for everyone. Another idea is taken from a
bus stop in Montréal (Canada), where swings have
been installed to entertain the citizens when
waiting for the bus. Moreover, we suggest to install
social activity elements that do not include
consumption, such as portable chairs and chess
tables. This together with more natural elements
would increase the social relaxation factor of the
square. It would also create a platform to attract
more cafes and social businesses to Stora torget for
people to stay during longer time windows instead
of just utilizing the square as a transit area.
Lastly, we propose the idea of implementing solar
panels on top of the roofs- and bus stops in order
for the municipality to raise awareness of their
environmental value investments and for the sake
of energy supply.
Economy
Regarding economy, the elements of nature and
further an increase of cafés would in turn also
change the consumption patterns and create a
prosperous social atmosphere in the area. In
addition to that, we believe a distinguishable sign
or a screen nearby/on Stora torget, as well as

Photo by Amanda Norrlander: Swings at bus-stop in
Montreal.

a majority of the inhabitants regard (according to
appendix 4) the square as a safe location, this
would enhance the esthetic appearance of the area
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information on the internet, regarding coming
social activities in the square should be installed.
This would create a higher interest among

Uppsala’s’ inhabitants to plan visits to the area for
social and pleasure purposes more often.

Conclusions
When taking a closer look at the interview results, it
shows that the respondents have realized the
potential social enhancement Stora torget could
have. This could mainly be achieved if the buses
were to be relocated from the square to a nearby
street. However, the questions remains for many
respondents if this is feasible? The results also show
us that almost everyone prefers the square to be
free from car traffic and a two thirds of the
responders prefers the buses be moved away from
the area. All respondents wanted more natural

elements on the square and the majority of them
would prefer Stora torget to be a social place.
Since our research question is how Stora torget can
become a combination of a human/nature meeting
point and still connect Uppsala city with public
transport, we conclude:
● That people wants Stora torget to be more
social point with more natural elements.
● That people wants to reduce the bus traffic
at Stora torget.
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Abstract
This report identifies and analyses different indicators observed at Uppsala Central station. The
conclusion drawn is that six out of nine indicators analysed in this report raise questions of their
sustainability. Potential solutions and recommendations are therefore addressed with the aim of
correlating the future sustainability of these six indicators with the UN Goals for Sustainable
Development.
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Background and Introduction
Uppsala central station, located at Kungsgatan in Uppsala, first opened its doors in 1866. Recent
extensive refurbishment of the station in 2010 has led to the present two floor building, whilst the old
building has been converted into restaurants and coffee shops. The central station is owned by Jerhusen
AB and operated by SJ a government-owned passenger train operator in Sweden and Upplands
Lokaltrafik (UL) - the primary operator of public transport in Uppsala County. The station today stands
as a platform not only for Uppsala’s public transport, but serves as a large parking lot for bicycles and a
hub for many travellers and visitors.
Research Question: What can Uppsala Centralstation do to engage with and attain the UN’s
Sustainable Development Goals?

The aim of this report is to reflect the observations we recorded at the central station and see how these
relate to some of the goals set in the UN Sustainable Development Summit held this year (Figure 1).
Accordingly, we will provide recommendations on how certain areas may be improved in terms of
sustainability.

Observed Indicators
Below are the key indicators that have been observed on site:
1. Recycling stations

4. Bicycle parking spaces

2. Number of personal
registered cars

5. Basic human necessities

3. Protection from weather
areas

7. Greenery and smoking
areas
8. Sustainable energy

6. Digital communication
opportunities

9. Accessibility opportunities

With the above indicators, we intend to investigate all points of the Sustainability Compass1 : Nature,
Economy, Society and Well-being.

1

Atkisson (1997), The Sustainability Compass
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Figure 1. UN’s proposed sustainability development goals2

Recyling stations
Recycling is considered to be the corner stone of sustainability. In order to be able to live in a sustainable
way we need to seek methods for preserving our natural resources. One key method in achieving this is
by recovering and reusing of our waste material which in most cases is sourced from an irreplaceable
natural capital of our planet. Not only does recycling help in preserving our natural resources but it also
promotes the generation of energy from waste and consequently helps in reducing the amount of waste
dumped into our environment. Sweden is one of the world’s leaders in recycling.
Less than 1%3 of Sweden’s household’s waste ends in a rubbish dump. The Swedish Waste Management
and Recycling Association (Avfall Sverige) who is working closely with the local authorities , still thinks
more can be done considering that only half of Sweden’s household is burnt and turned into energy.
Recycling bins or stations can be seen everywhere across Sweden. These are available within housing
communities, schools, gas stations, playgrounds etc., but what about Uppsala Central Station?
It was to our surprise during our site survey that these valuable bins which resemble Sweden’s culture in
waste management were simply missing. Instead there were bins where mixed waste is being dumped.

Number of personal registered cars
One of the 17 goals listed in the UN sustainable development summit is “Build a resilient infrastructure,

2

http://whygreeneconomy.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Sustainable-Development-GoalsUnited-Nations.jpg
3
IFL, S eptember 8, 2014 | by Justine Alford
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promote inclusive and sustainable industrialization and foster innovation” 4.
One of the main pillars for any modern infrastructure is a strong transportation system and network.
Like many other cities in Sweden, here in Uppsala people tend to use the public transport systems quite
frequently. Buses and trains operated by the UL serves as one of the key transport providers for
Uppsala. Along with these public transport systems many of Uppsala citizens tend to use bicycles to
reach different areas within their city. Having said that we tend to assume that other means of
transport such as cars would be in a decline. Is this really the case?
According to a recent report from Statistics Sweden, the number of newly registered passenger cars in
Uppsala has risen by 6%5 between January and August of 2015 in comparison to last year.
Although it may be argued that the increase in cars is due to the normal increase in Uppsala’s
population, in any case and with no doubt this increase in cars would have lead to an increase in vehicles
emissions. This consequently poses a greater danger to the public’s health, air pollution and global
warming.

Protection from weather
The current situation at Uppsala Centralstation in regards to the wellbeing of the commuters in the
event of delays and/or harsh weather is that there are 80 indoor seats, five restrooms and relatively
small timetables for information. In the event of harsh weather, the commuters seeking sheltered areas
are able to go inside the station building itself or into the glassed indoor areas by and on the platforms.
The platforms are also equipped with narrow roofs that are believed to shelter from lighter snow or rain.
Bicycle parking
There are three major bicycle parking areas in connection with the Centralstation, each located
strategically depending on the route taken to the station. The estimated number of parking spaces
today is around 60006. The amount of parking areas for bicycles are a good indicator for sustainability
since it is a necessary factor for this environmental- and health beneficial way of transportation. The
third parking area was built in 2010 to correspond to the growing number of commuters at the
Centralstation.
Basic human necessities
According to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and UN's proposal for Sustainable Goals by
2030 all humans (yes, this includes passengers) have the right to basic necessities such as drinking

4

UN Proposal for Sustainable Development Goals

5

Statistics Sweden

6

https://www.uppsala.se/contentassets/0090178f3e3a40d7bdf1e516642efd44/cykelbokslut-2014.pdf.
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water; opportunity to obtain food; and access to toilets and hygiene facilities7. These factors mostly
relate to the well being of the passengers, but it is also a question of fulfilling a prerequisite of life and
functional society. However, we believe that the means of which these needs are met has an impact on
the level of well being perceived by the passengers. For example, in cases where the user consumes the
good in question (food) it is normal to pay for the product, but in regard to those cases where a
collective good is not consumed (drinking fountain or toilet facilities) it can be argued that demanding
payment will make fulfilment of human needs accessible only to those who are capable and willing to
pay for it.
The indicator for basic human necessities will be measured by availability, and under what conditions, of
drinking water, food, and toilets in the station area. Under ideal conditions the station would have free
drinking water; nutritious food available to purchase; and free usage of toilets. Anything less than that
will likely lessen the level of perceived well being among the passengers, at least for those who cannot,
or will not, pay to gain access to the service in question.
At Uppsala Central station, passengers do not have access to any free drinking water such as a public
drinking fountain. Bottled water can be bought from one of the many venues inside the station and in
the surrounding area. Since these conditions are common practice in most public spaces it can hardly be
said to have a major impact on the passengers' well being, but again it will only affect those left without
access. To provide bottled water as the sole source of drinking water for the passengers is however a
highly unsustainable way of fulfilling a basic human need.
The availability of food in the area is rather good. Inside the station building one can find kiosks and
cafés, and within visible distance there's a supermarket and a few restaurants. We believe that access to
food for passengers are being perceived as unproblematic. Inside the station building the passengers
have access to five toilets for a fee of 10 SEK per use. This is likely sufficient to cover the needs of the
passengers, if they can and are willing to pay the price.
To summarize the indicator about basic human needs we conclude that the sustainability in regard to
well being is acceptable, but with the reservation that drinking water and toilets only can be accessed in
exchange of a fee. Therefore, we believe that there's problem with the actual level of socio-economic
inequality. The question of equal opportunity for everyone to fulfil their basic is hard to address within
the framework of a locational sustainability assessment since it questions some of the basic premises of
the economic system, namely commodification and profit. We choose to classify Uppsala Central
Station as “status quo” sustainable in regard to basic human necessities because we cannot change the
overall poor socio-economic situation by improving it only inside the station building.

7

UN, The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 25. UN, Proposal for Sustainable
Development Goals, No. 6.1 and 6.2.
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Digital Communication Opportunities
In a digitally dominated world, the importance of being online has become more than a superficial
demand. The internet allows people to make informed decisions on difficult topics such as drugs and
depression, can boost learning opportunities and even contributes 3.4% GDP in 13 countries.8
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that “Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion
and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive
and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.”9. In relation to this,
we have included WiFi and signal availability as an indicator.
Within the station, free WiFi is available for all commuters. First and Second class commuters on High
Speed SJ trains are also able to access 4G internet between Uppsala and Stockholm. For passengers
within other carriages and on other services however, they have availability to a variable mobile service.
In Figure 2, the train router between Uppsala and Stockholm is overlaid with a cell coverage map of the
region.10 The diagram shows that close to both cities, the signal coverage is strong, however the signal
is more consistent on the highway than on the railway route. At present, we feel that the current
facilities are satisfactory to Goal 9 of the SDGs.

Green Areas & Smoking Regulations
As of today, Uppsala Centrastation is a gray and sterile area mainly constructed by steel, glass and
concrete. Some trees and bushes are planted in areas of bicycle parking and bus stops, which provide
green surroundings but more can be done here. In order to increase the well-being of the commuters at
Uppsala Centralstation, in line with the UN SDG s presented above, an implementation of more green
areas can have positive e ects. According to Gridlöf Gunnarsson
hrnström empirical evidence
points to that green areas o ers restorative experiences that directly a ect people s mental well being
and health in a positive way.11Since Uppsala Centralstation hosts thousands of commuters every day
coming and going at all hours of the day it might be one of the most shared public areas in Uppsala and
therefore has the highest potential of having positive effect on as many people as possible.
Turning Uppsala entralstation into a greener zone could change any commuter s experience from the
noisy, gray and cold impressions as it gives today to a relaxing stop on the way to work or school where
a missed train might as well turn into the best part of the day.
The regulations on smoking at the platforms and surrounding areas of Uppsala Centralstation are
unclear. Today, smoking does occur on all platforms and bus stops, which not only creates an
unpleasant experience for non-smokers but also creates an unhealthy environment for all present.

8

Laurence, 2001; Lenhart et al., 2010; Pelissie du Rausas et al., 2011
UN, The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 19
10 http://opensignal.com/coverage-maps/Sweden/Uppsala
11 Gridlöf-Gunnarsson & Öhrnström, 2007
9
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Sustainable Energy
Commuting by train from Uppsala Centralstation has a relatively small environmental impact since
100% of the electricity used by the trains are provided by renewable water energy.12 The type of
electricity used at the station does have an impact on the overall sustainability, but due to lack of
response from Jernhusen AB to our enquiries, we have not been able to secure information on the
station’s energy source. We can only assume that they are too busy working to improve the
sustainability of Uppsala Central Station to keep track of their emails.

Figure 2: Image displaying cell signal on the Uppsala-Stockholm commute (route highlighted in green)
Accessibility Opportunities
One method to ensure a city is inclusive for all inhabitants is to establish suitable transport regardless of
12

https://www.sj.se/sj/jsp/polopoly.jsp?d=6767&l=
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disability or disorder. For this reason, we investigated accessibility options and lift numbers within
Uppsala Centralstation and its Stockholm-bound train services.
At the station there are disabled parking spaces and accessible entrances to the main ticket hall and all
platforms. We also counted that there are 4 large lifts that are suitable for wheel-chair users allowing
them to reach all the station’s facilities. Furthermore, entralstation has an impressive assistance
service, which helps travellers with any form of disability to receive help to and from the train. One
prerequisite is that the chaperone must be booked no later than 24 hours before the journey.13
Overview on Indicators
From our research on the above indicators, we have considered if these indicators’ properties were not
to change, would they be moving towards sustainability, away from sustainability, or neither. We have
collated our results in a similar format to Sustainable Seattle’s indicator report from 199314, which can
be seen below in Figure 3.
Out of the nine indicators highlighted, only three of these are moving towards Sustainability or would
remain at a stable level. For the remaining six, we have suggested various solutions for their issues.

Solutions and Recommendations
Recycling stations
Installation of recycling stations on site would not only enhance the environmental awareness among
commuters and “new comers” to this beautiful city, but it would also cut the wasted time/cost in the
process of re-sorting the waste material from these present mixed waste bins. With recycling stations in
place we would engage the public’s contribution towards a cleaner, a more greener energy Uppsala that
cares for the wellbeing of its citizens and society. We could then proudly say “ Välkommen hit
välkommen hem” and definitely have one of the key UN goals met “Ensure sustainable consumption and
production patterns

Number of personal registered cars
One way that would help encourage more people use the public transport system would be by reducing
the ticket fees for the busses and trains. This in return would not only help reduce the number of
vehicles and its negative impacts on nature and the wellbeing of society, but the influx of customers
would lead to an expansion of present routes to cover more areas and thereby possibilities of new
employment.

13
14

http://www.dinstation.se/uppsala-centralstation/tillganglighet/
S ustainable Seattle, 1993
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Figure 3: Results from our research on Uppsala Centralstation’s indicators towards sustainability.

Weather protection for commuters
For within the winter months, we would suggest that more contained shelter is available for commuters
on the platforms themselves. These shields could also be heated by solar heating, originating from the
station’s own platforms as discussed in Sustainable Energy solutions (below). Using this method,
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Centralisation will not be taking any further energy from the grid to keep commuters are safe and
warm.
Whilst this is a justified solution, we feel that there could be possibilities to construct shelter that could
also aid other indicators that are moving away from Sustainability. One method would be to create
small greenhouse shelters on the platforms.
The numerous greenhouses would have small area sizes, but could contain an array of flowers and
plants to boost the green space within Centralstation. One way to create ties with the wider community
could be a partnership with Uppsala University’s Botaniska Trädgården, which could help boost
awareness of the university’s attempts for biodiversity conservation15. In addition to this, rainwater
harvesting can take place on the outside of these greenhouse shelters, providing water for the plants
within.
Bicycle parking
As of today, the overall impression of the bicycle parking areas around the station is that they are
crowded. A solution in the form of a fourth parking area is difficult simply due to lack of space. Our
recommendation in the perspective of sustainability is thereby to shorten the amount of time a bike
may be parked in this areas before being removed. Today, a bike is removed after five weeks.16 We
believe that this time should be shortned to four weeks. A sign could also clearly state that a bike is
removed after four weeks to clearly raise awarness and therevy to decrease the long-term parking.
Furthermore, the overall impression is also that it is quite difficult to find your bike after some time. A
way to enhance the wellbeing of commuters traveling by bike could therefore be to put up different
signs indicating different areas of the parking area to more easily locate your bike.
These two solutions connects to the same UN Sustainability goal, goal number 3 i .e, well being. Firstly,
the decrease in the amount of time a bike may be parked at the central station will increase the well
being of commuters trying to find a parking space in time before their train departs. Secondly, the new
signs indicating different areas of the parking area will increase the well being simply by commuters
being able to more easily locate their bike.

15

http://www.botan.uu.se/Historia/History.html

16https://www.uppsala.se/contentassets/0090178f3e3a40d7bdf1e516642efd44/cykelbokslut-2014.pdf
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Figure 4: Example of different signs at different areas of the bicycle parking to more easily locate your bike.

Green areas & smoking regulations
Well aware of the limited space of the station, there are alternative options to the conventional garden
designs often seen in parks and urban areas. Vertical gardens do not only save space, but make the
greenery more visually accessible to the stations visitors and has a noise reductive ability17. Potential
locations of vertical gardens at Uppsala Centralstation could be inside the transparent glass hall hosting
the stairs and escalators up to the platform that naturally works as a greenhouse which can hold a range
of varieties in plants. In addition to the well-being effect, the gardens also reduce energy demands since
they help to warm the buildings in winter and cool them in summer18 As of today, the rest of the
platform areas are exposed low temperatures and lack of sunlight in parts of the year in which plants of
northern origin might be more suitable. A suitable arrangement for the gardens on the platform could
be on the many steel pillars holding the roof over the platforms. By this, the vertical gardens will be
17
18

http://mirror.unhabitat.org/bp/bp.list.details.aspx?bp_id=2702
Ibid
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more spread out over the station and be accessible to more people.
In order to increase the well-being of the majority of the commuters all smoking should be prohibited on
the platform and other waiting areas. Due to the specific needs of some citizens (allergies ect), smoking
areas can be placed at specific parts of the platforms where the smoke does not have any negative
effect on other commuters.

Sustainable Energy
In order to achieve Uppsala s milestone goals on sustainable energy, Uppsala Centalstation could act as
a self-sufficient provider of solar energy, by constructing solar panels on all/most of the stations roofs.
Shifting to solar energy is initially a large expense but as soon a system is up and running it basically runs
itself and may even contribute financially since energy can be sold to the national grid.

Conclusion
The study identifies six (out of nine measured indicators) areas where levels of sustainability currently
are less than desired, or will become problematic in the near future - if the amount of commuters will
increase as predicted. The sole aresa that can be said to be sustainable currently are the accessibility of
station facilities and opportunities to get guidance to and from trains. Therefore, we state that the
overall sustainability of Uppsala Central Station is insufficient now and will become less sustainable in
the future.
We suggest potential solutions for the areas where we deem that sustainability is insufficient. The
solutions vary from small and simple (and yet hopefully efficient) to extensive and costly. In short, we
propose that the implementation of the following points will contribute to the sustainable development
of the station:
● Signs to simplify differentiation between the bicycle parking areas
● Signs that clarifies where one can smoke
● Opportunities to recycle for the passengers
● Improved roofs and new sheltered areas
● Lower ticket fees
● Solar panels on the station buildings
● Greenhouses and vertical gardens
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Abstract
When assessing a city location with a lens of sustainability first it is important to ask what is a city?
Is it a place of commerce, a place for socializing, a melting pot of culture, or merely a hub for
traffic? The modern city in a sense is our new urban commons, but is the city, as we know it, really
suited to our current human needs? Or is the tragedy of the commons taking place in our
modern shared spaces today? The struggle is not for resources, but for space. Then more
questions take the spotlight, who is the city made for? What is the purpose of the street? Who is
allowed to be there? As cities are growing immensely in terms of size and residents, there is an
ever-growing need to rethink the way we look at our city spaces, and what we choose to
incorporate into the city planning process. The key recommendation of this report is laying out an
idealistic portrait of the city center, where an important and often chaotic intersection is
transformed into sustainable urban living room where people will want to spend time rather than
just pass through.
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Introduction
The authors of this report are convinced and want to convey that spaces in a city can and should be seen
more than just a place to exist or pass through. Thus the goal then is to alter a public space and create a
living space, a vibrant space, and a space for people to thrive and enjoy their time. Therefore, this report
advocates for the creation of a so-called ”urban living room” in one of the most important intersections
in the city of Uppsala, which as of today is merely a transit point. The urban living room is a space that is
sustainable from an ecological, economic, and social standpoint. The authors analyzed the intersection
of the
“Stadsbiblioteket” in central Uppsala and present their vision for the future that is believed to create the
basis for a better and more sustainable tomorrow.

Background
The location in focus to this report is the intersection of Stadsbiblioteket, which is stretched in the areas
of Svartbäcksgatan - S:t Olofsgatan in central Uppsala (see Map 1). To the south is the main street of
Uppsala. A busy pedestrian street with shops, restaurants, cafes and indoor city malls. The businesses
on the main street are mainly bigger store chains and the restaurants vary, as there are local, but also
larger and international franchises. To the north of S:t Olofsgatan is what is henceforth called the
extended section of Svartbäcksgatan.
The extended part of Svartbäcksgatan consists of a small road with sidewalks on both sides. The street
is open for traffic but not heavily used by cars. The narrow sidewalks function as outdoor eateries during
the summer and the general atmosphere of the area is casual and relaxed. The cafes and restaurants are
smaller than the ones on the main street. There is a pub, several cafes and restaurants, two bicycle
stores, a dry cleaner, and two side alleys that lead to courtyards where handicraft stores and other small
businesses are located. At the end of the street one will find an entrance to ”Linné Trädgården”, a small
botanical garden that is one of the many tourist attractions in the city of Uppsala.
The extended Svartbäcksgatan houses older buildings than those on the main pedestrian street on the
other side of S:t Olofsgatan. To the west following S:t Olofsgatan towards ”Fyrisån” there are
recreational areas with bridges on the side of the canal. If one follows S:t Olofsgatan to the East one
passes the city library and the street is here connected to one of the busiest streets in central Uppsala.
On both sides of the street there are bicycle parking spots along the length of the street and on the
south side of the road there is a bicycle lane. The vegetation could be considered as scarce as there only
a row of trees on both sides of the street, but one cannot definitely consider this a green area in the city.
There is a number of benches that are not being used that much, and a few trashcans placed on the four
corners of the intersection.
Another noticeable aspect is that S:t Olofsgatan is effectively acting like a traffic barrier cutting through
the main street. The extended Svartbäcksgatan is effectively cut off from the pedestrian flow of the
main street. It seems as if the main street has a more lively street life than the extended part of
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Svartbäcksgatan as an effect of this.
Standing in the intersection and focusing the attention to the library on the east corner one can see
almost no indication, other than that of the sign, that there is a library behind the facade. A library in a
busy intersection cannot open up to the street and at the same time be a quiet place for reading and
contemplation.

Figure 1: “Stadsbibliotek” undergoing a renovation

Figure 2: Google Street View of “Stadsbibliotek” intersection.
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Figure 3: Location of the Research Area around Svärtbäcksgatan. (Open Street Map, edited)

Aim and Research Questions
The aim of this report is to reveal the possibilities of turning the intersection between S:t Olofsgatan
and Svartbäcksgatan into a more sustainable place. A main goal is to shed a light on the sustainability
issues within the intersection of S:t Olofsgatan and Svartbäcksgatan from both an ecological,
economical, social as well as welfare point of view. The sub research questions sets out in getting an
overview on the current situation in order to answer the main question, which focuses on finding the
means of how to create a sustainable urban living room in the area at hand.
 What are the main indicators for urban sustainability within the research area?
 What are the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats within the research area?
 What measures needs be done in order to turn the intersection between S:t Olofsgatan and
Svartbäcksgatan into a sustainable urban living room?

Methodology
In order to articulate a methodology for reporting urban sustainability it is necessary to include
information about economic and environmental policies as well as social conditions (Maclaren 1996:
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184). This information provides the framework of sustainability compass, which simplifies reality into
four dimensions Nature, Economy, Society and Wellbeing (AtKisson n.d.)
Therefore different indicators related to each dimension test and reflect sustainability in a basic and
fundamental way at a long-term scale for local communities (Seattle 1993, Maclaren 1996).
Furthermore, sustainable scorecard identifies trends via simplified arrows for indicators in each
dimension trends (Maclaren 1996: 192).

Figure 4: Sustainability Compass, AtKisson (n.d)

Figure 5: Sustainability ScoreCard, Maclaren p. 192

The indicators for each dimension are summarized in the scorecard, with subsequent explanations.
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Nature
Air Pollution Levels

Air pollution causes a bad air quality due to traffic volumes, vehicle compositions and driving conditions
(Johansson 1999: 3). This is why it is classified here as turning away from sustainability. The traffic
situation in S:t Olofsgatan with public and private transport causes a damage in air quality security.
S:t Olofsgatan is one of the most exposed streets for air pollution with measures showing that both the
levels of PM10 and NO2 exceeded the guidelines set by the Swedish government and Uppsala
municipality (Uppsala Kommun 2014, pp.14,16). Exposure to high levels of air pollution can lead to
allergies, asthma and diseases e.g. lung cancer and stroke and the most risk exposed groups being
children, smokers, elderly people and people with heart and lung diseases (Uppsala Kommun 2014,
p.17). From year 2006 Uppsala Municipality has an action plan for improving the air quality in Uppsala.
Thereby the city administration has laid out foci on five actions which includes banning of stud tires in
the “Kungsgatan” street, speed restrictions in the city center, sand recycling, environmental zone and
sustainable travelling.
Studies show that these actions have produced positive results but there is still work to be done in order
to reach the environmental standards (Uppsala Kommun 2014, pp.27-28).

Green Spaces

The traffic in S:t Olofsgatan disconnects the path of pedestrians and discourages direct access to the
little green spaces available and as such an easy accessibility via Statsbiblioteket intersection to
Linneträdgarden or the river bank. The integration of green spaces is of major importance within the
sustainable development process of urban areas. Environmental psychologists have proven the positive
effects of green spaces on health and wellbeing such as stress reduction (Ulrich 1981, and enhanced
soundscape quality within city centers (Irvine et al 2009).
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Figure 6: Intersection- Pedestrians crossing

Economy
Access to Local Businesses
Local businesses in the Stadsbiblioteket intersection are dominated by gastronomy, arts, and crafts.
Stable economy without any changes is going to be expected with S:t Olofsgatan staying as the main
traffic road. S:t Olofsgatan connects further two parts of the city crossing a bridge which influences
infrastructure conditions for localities.
Society
Accessibility
Accessibility for everyone includes the walkability for all pedestrians to cross the street from
Svartbäcksgatan main shopping street to its periphery on the other side. Walkability means here while
the extent to which the environment is pedestrian friendly, according to its major qualities (Cambra
2013). This includes the accessibility for all people equally such as disabled persons, children and old
people. Accessibility for everyone is at the moment not given due to high pavement edges and chaotic
traffic at rush hours on S:t Olofsgatan.
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Figure 7: Situation at the intersection during rush hours
Access to Culture and Education
Culture and Education means primary the access to the city library which has not slightly changed
because S:t Olofsgatan is still disconnecting the Svartbäcksgatan sections. In the intersection between
S:t Olofsgatan and Svartbäcksgatan there is the public city library, Uppsala Stadsbibliotek. The aim of
the library is that it should be accessible for everyone and should promote democratic development and
education (SFS 2013:801, 2 chapter). The library on S:t Olofsgatan is currently in renovation with the
goal to make the library more available both in the way of accessibility for people with disabilities as
well as to provide for more convenient opening hours (Stadsbibliotek Uppsala).

Well-being
Traffic Safety
Traffic safety is defined as the “pedestrian safety from traffic” and includes compatibility of pedestrians,
bikes, private and public transport (Cambra 2013). This is moving away from sustainable development
because as observed S:t Olofsgatan is incredibly congested during the day and especially during rush
hours 7-9am, noon, and 4-6pm.
Levels of Noise Pollution
High Noise pollution levels can stress the body physically and psychologically such as increased blood
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pressure (Milosevic, n.d.: 2). Noise pollution is a cause of urbanization progresses such as traffic (ibid).
S:t Olofsgatan with its chaotic traffic in rush hours causes considerable noise pollution at the
abovementioned times which results in a trend directed against sustainability.
Measures of the noise levels in Uppsala has shown that S:t Olofsgatan has noise levels exceeding 65
dBA in comparison to the maximum level of 55 dBA recommended by the Swedish Environmental
Protection Agency (Naturvårdsverket) (Uppsala Kommun 2013, pp.18,24). Exposure to noise have been
linked to higher risk of type-2 diabetes as well as cardiovascular diseases (Uppsala Kommun 2013, p.14).
Uppsala Municipality has listed a few indicators on how to reduce noise pollution which includes
campaigning for reducing car usage, traffic regulation, speed reducing measures, prioritizing of public
transportation, prioritizing cycling and safety measures (Uppsala Kommun 2013, p.16).

Figure 7: (Left Side) Streets in Uppsala: noise levels are above 60 dBA.
Figure 8: (Right Side) noise levels are above 65 dBA. (Uppsala kommun 2013, p.24).

SWOT Analysis
In this section four critical elements of the Stadsbibliotek intersection are assessed, namely: strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats.

Strengths

Weaknesses

● Central location (close to the
river, connected to main shopping street
and city square)

● Traffic situation (noise,
pollution, safety)
● Disconnection of
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● Historic background of the area
(old historic houses, Linnaeus garden) ●
Gastronomy

Opportunities

Svartbäcksgatan to main shopping street

Threats
● Close proximity to shopping

street

● Economic crisis
● Bike traffic

● Increased prices for rent could
force local businesses to shut down

● Library
● Gastronomy

● Cost of change /Funding

● Linnaeus garden

Strengths
The intersection has lots of inherent strengths, the main point being its central location. Aesthetic value
is inherent in the area, due to the vast number of historic buildings that increase the cozy atmosphere
and the picturesque scenery that is the city of Uppsala. Moreover, adjacent to the public library,
Stadsbiblioteket, which is currently being renovated, inhabitants and visitors can find many points of
interest, including the main shopping areas, located on Svartbäcksgatan and S:t Persgatan. The river
with its precious and relaxing banks and recreational possibilities can be found only a hundred meters
further down S:t Olofsgatan.
On the less trafficked part of Svartbäcksgatan, which is on the other side of S:t Olofsgatan, many small
cafés and shops are located (See picture below), which create a certain economic value to the
intersection. After having coffee or lunch in one of these comfortable establishments, one is able to
enjoy a walk along the river, or explore the Linnéträdgården. This historic park is the oldest of the
botanical gardens belonging to the University of Uppsala. It was planned and planted in the 17th century
and is to this day maintained as a recreational green area. Besides the wide array of flowers and plants,
visitors can marvel both at the orangery as well as the museum Linnémuseet, which exhibits many of
Linnaeus' possessions and treasuries.
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Figure 9: Svartbäcksgatan

Weaknesses
The biggest and most prevalent weakness is the traffic situation, especially during peak hours. To
reiterate, noise levels on S:t Olofsgatan exceed safe levels for pedestrians and are known to cause
physical and psychological stress. The noise is mainly caused by car traffic, which peaks during
commuting times. But it is not the only issue connected to high vehicle traffic. Cars are the main carrier
of CO2 emission in an urban environment. Besides CO2, motorized vehicles emit other hazardous gases
such as Mono-Nitrogen (NO) and Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2) that can form smog, when combined with
volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Emissions of ozone, toxics and carbon monoxide are also relatively
high in motorized vehicles. Correspondingly, safety is another pressing problem caused by the
congestion. In a highly trafficked street with lots of pedestrians and bicycles, the probability of accidents
increases during peak hours.
Furthermore, the interruption of Svartbäcksgatan by S:t Olofsgatan poses economical disadvantages.
The main shopping area is on the southern part of Svartbäcksgatan that is connected to S:t Persgatan.
With S:t Olofsgatan disconnecting both parts of Svartbäcksgatan, businesses on the northern part
might face the challenge of getting enough attention from people spending time or commuting in this
area of the city.

Opportunities
When combining the strengths with the weaknesses, a lot of opportunities arise for the Stadsbibliotek
intersection. By closing down S:t Olofsgatan for cars and other motorized vehicles, including the
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redirection of public transport, mainly bus routes and, the connection between both parts of
Svartbäcksgatan could be completed which unlocks a complete different perspectives full of
opportunities. This move would cause for the widening of the square and the main shopping area. Thus,
business activity in the formerly less trafficked extension of Svartsbäckgatan will be stimulated and
resultantly creating more opportunities for small businesses and shops to thrive and overall booming
business activity.
Bike traffic in Uppsala is already a convenient and widely used method of getting around. Nevertheless,
in this part of the city, it needs to be better - especially on S:t Olofsgatan, where many cars traffic the
street, while also the recent “Kulturnatten Festival” proved there is a need for more parking space for
bikers.

Figure 10: Bike Parking
The Stadsbibliotek intersection is already an important part of the central area of Uppsala, more
importance to this area is going to be raveled after the library being completes the renovation While a
vibrant gastronomy and the famous Linnaeus Garden with its corresponding museum, recreational-,
community- and social areas are already strongly present and accessible to the public in this area. To
make Uppsala even more sustainable, the green spaces need to be increased significantly; more trees,
flowers, and other plants of interest could be planted on a closed S:t Olofsgatan.

Threats
Despite these great opportunities, the area is also exposed to some threats that are mostly of
economical nature. A widely spread economic crisis would not only affect the businesses and the city
itself, but also the spending capacity of the prospective customers. A decrease in business activity would
turn disastrous for many small business owners, and in the end, the meltdown of business activity in the
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whole area. But even a positive development can cause trouble. If the overall environment of the area
increases, meaning accessibility, attractively and ultimately popularity, a severe increase in rent prices
could be expected. This as well could force local businesses to cease their activities. Finally, the costs of
a renovation of the whole area can be expected to be relatively high. Sufficient funding from the city
council has to be guaranteed and supported.

Recommendations
In accordance to the city of Uppsala twenty years development plan (Anon (n.d.)) the vision for the
Stadsbibliotek intersection is to transform the area into a sustainable urban living room bordering
Uppsala’s shopping district and riverbanks. Map 4 shows that this vision shall extend the pedestrian
zone in Svartbäcksgatan until Skolgatan to provide access for pedestrians to Linneträdgården park as
well as to the Fyrisån river. Within this transformation plan sustainability indicators such as noise
pollution, improved atmosphere and air quality, safe efficient transportation systems, access to local
services and local green spaces, culture as well as economic development of the area will be addressed.

Figure 11: Vision of an urban living room within a created pedestrian zone. (Open Street Map, edited)
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Traffic
After the analysis, the group of researchers is confident that the most significant step will be to abandon
car traffic and public transportation on the S:t Olofsgatan between Kungsgatan and Östra Ågatan, as
well as on the extension of Svartbäcksgatan between the Linnegatan and S:t Olofsgatan.

Figure 12: (a-b) Examples of Bike Parking Facilities

Closing the area for all motorized vehicles will reduce the noise and air pollution of the area, as well as
increase traffic safety. In order to promote environmentally friendly transportation options, bike traffic
will be allowed on the square. Further, safe and modern parking facilities for bikes will be build in front
of the library on S:t Olofsgatan. The new square extends the current part of the shopping street
Svartbäcksgatan until Linneaus Garden and enables and promotes a fluent and safe pedestrian
movement on both former separated parts of Svartbäcksgatan.
Access to Local Services and Local Green Spaces
The new square with its traffic-calmed zone successfully connects the nearby green and blue spaces
such as the riverbank and Linneaus Garden, which enhances the recreation character of the whole area.
Further, it is planned to add additional trees and green spaces on the square, as well as exchanging the
concrete with traditional cobblestones. Doing so, natural filtration of rainwater, shade during summer
time and biodiversity will be promoted.
Culture
The newly created square will be a cultural and social meeting point within the city center. One key
element forms the public library. A new Reading Café affiliated to the library with outside sitting areas
during summer time will optically embed the library services at the intersection. On the square a variety
of differently shaped public benches a public shared bookshelf and an over-sized integrated chessboard
will contribute to the urban living room theme of the square.
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Figure 13: (a-d) Example of benches on square & bookshelf & chess game public
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Gastronomy
Due to the improved connection between the gastronomic section and the shopping passage of
Svartbäcksgatan, it is expected that local gastronomy and business profit from the increased flow of
visitors.

Figure 1 : xample of a street transformation in

d , Poland (Tech Insider).

Safe Efficient Transportation Systems
By closing the area for public transportation an alternative route for busses and bus stops close to the
new square must be found in order to facilitate public accessibility of the square and promote the use of
public transportation options within the city.

Conclusion
By and large this report suggests that the area in and around the Stadsbibliotek intersection is to a
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certain degree sustainable. As the analysis in this report unfolds, a number of elements from the
sustainable compass turn out to be in place, yet with obvious weaknesses as the majority of indicators
are trending away from sustainability and pose potential threats.
Notwithstanding the current situation, having considered the strengths and opportunities, which
outweigh the disadvantages, it can be concluded that, if the City of Uppsala follows the idealistic
recommendation of shutting down traffic in this area, it will create the basis for a bright future with the
Uppsala Sustainable Urban Living Room.
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Left: Satellite image of the area (ArcGIS A, n.d.)

Right: Open Street Map of the area (ArcGIS B, n.d.)

Introduction
The City of Uppsala envisions Islandsbron as an entryway to Uppsala and intends for it to be an
area rich in social and educational activities. This document will first present an analysis of the
area, placing in its historical context and the challenges it currently faces. Secondly, this
document will outline suggestions as how to enrich Islandsbron in environmentally and socially
sustainable ways and discuss how our suggestions work in the city’s current plan for the area. In
particular, we have focused on water quality, biodiversity, transportation and museum
exhibitions and activities. Islandsbron is a bridge found in central Uppsala that connects the west
and east sides of the city across the creek. The zone around the creek is to a great extent
considered to be an appreciated, public, noncommercial space for meetings, experiences, and
rest (Uppsala Kommun A, 2014).
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History
Islandsbron
The bridge itself, or bridges, which have stood in this spot, have a long history. The bridge was often
rebuilt due to spring floods since the 1600s. (Wahlberg, 1994) After the big city fire in 1702, it was not
rebuilt until 1841. The current standing bridge was finished in 1957, replacing a bridge from 1906.
(Wahlberg, 1994).

Top left: Islandsbron most likely from 1841 (Henri Osti IN Islandsbron, ett faktafel och 1800-talets,
2013)Top middle: Islandsbron most likely from 1860 (Henri Osti IN Islandsbron, ett faktafel och 1800talets, 2013)
Top right: Islandsbron most likely from 1880s (Henri Osti IN Islandsbron, ett faktafel och 1800-talets,
2013)Bottom: Islandsbron at its current state. (Panorama med Islandsfallet, pumphuset och slottet, n.d.)

The name of the bridge, Islandbron, comes from the area on the west the bridge, which was nicknamed
Islandet (Iceland), due to the widening of the river in winter, covering the area with water creating a
small lake, which was covered with ice during winter (Wahlberg, 1994).
Svandammen
Svandammen is an old fishpond belonging to the castle, given to the city in 1831, with the current
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design established in 1960, and it is considered an important cultural and historical site (Uppsala
Kommun B, 2014).
Pumphuset
Pumphuset was erected in 1875 to work as a pump house for Uppsala’s waterworks; today Pumphuset
serves purely as a museum for municipal technology (Eklund, 2015).
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Current States of Key Components of Islandsbron
Water Quality and Management
Flood risk As Fyrisån flows through the center of Uppsala, floods could be a serious problem for the
city. There were spring floods in 2010 and 2013 and though the floods were not very serious, residents’
daily lives were indeed affected (Översvämnngar och vår oder I Uppsala stad, 2013). Recently released
reports about ood risk maps of Uppsala (Myndigheten för samhällsskydd och beredskap [MSB], 2013)
have shown that in the worst scenario lots of the riverside area of the city would be covered by water,
which could lead to significant impact on business, even loss of lives.

Figures show the effects of flooding in 2010 (Fyrisån högt och lågt, 2010)
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Figure shows a flood risk map of Uppsala (MSB, 2013)
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The View of Islandsbron
As stated in the 20 year plan (Uppsala Kommun , 2010), Uppsala city intend to improve its parks and
public spaces to ensure residents have a better experience when using them. The Fyrisån river is a key
element of the parks along it, and a clean and clear river would definitely improve the view of the
surrounding area of Islandsbron and make residents’ activities (cycling, having dinner, et cetera) in that
area much more enjoyable.
Water color (content of humic substances) and turbidity (content of particles) are two visible indicators
that indicate how clear the water is. Data from Vatteninformationssystem Sverige (Fyrisån Jumkilsån –
Sävjaån [FJS], 2014) shows that from 2011 to 2014, there is a downward trend in both indicators, which
means the Fyrisån river is indeed getting clearer. However, floating garbage could be observed
occasionally and makes the view of Islandsbron area less attractive.

Figures created using data on FJS, 2014.
Eutrophication
Eutrophication (increasing levels of nutrients in water, which could lead to great increase of
phytoplankton and the depletion of dissolved oxygen) is a major environmental problem for Fyrisån
(FJS, 2014) as in other lakes and rivers in Uppsala. The two key elements relative to eutrophication are
phosphorus and nitrogen. According to data from 2011 to 2014 (FJS, 2014), it is difficult to discern any
trends in phosphorus and nitrogen. Natural variations of rainfall and flows have big influence on the
quantity.

Figures created
using data on
FJS, 2014.
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Heavy Metal
Water quality of the Fyrisån river could be classified as good if mercury is excluded (FJS, 2014). A
downward trend could be noticed in the concentrations of several heavy metals such as lead, arsenic
and copper and others (FJS, 2014). However, the water body is not in good chemical status if mercury is
taken into account. Due to the aggregation process through the food chain, mercury in fish has
exceeded the permitted level (FJS, 2014).

Figures created using data on FJS, 2014.

Biodiversity
When talking about water quality, it’s not only substances we discuss about but also flora and fauna.
The existence of certain species in the water is proof for good water quality. One example would be the
asp, Aspius Aspius, a predator fish of the carp family.
The asp, Upplands County fish; can be found in calm water, however in April –May it migrates to
streams for spawning (Asp, 2012). The population has been greatly reduced in Sweden, therefore, in
1999 the Fyrisåns vattenförbund was initiated: the Asp Project, a project that led to building various fish
ladders along Fyrisån in Uppsala to allow the fish’s migration (Aspprojektet 2014). The fish ladder at
Islandsbron was built in April 2008(Aspprojektet 2014). The aim was, that until 2015 asp would no longer
be an endangered species (Asp 2012).
Even though the fish population increased, today it is still listed under the “Near threatened” category
on the Swedish Species Information Centre Red List of threatened species (Aspius Aspius, n.d.). In the
same category we can find the otter, another important inhabitant of Islandsbron (Lutra Lutra, n.d.).
Another blue area at Inslandsbron that needs to be taken in consideration when talking about
biodiversity is Svandammen or the Swan pond. The name would indicate the presence of swans,
however this is not the case anymore; the last swan died in 2013 and now the pond is only populated by
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ducks (Power 2013).
Research done between 2013 and 2014 showed that between 30% and 50% of the ducks are carrying
stomach bacterium campylobacter and drug-resistant ESBL bacteria (Spross, 2015). The bacteria are
not contagious through air, they could only be a threat if one would ingest that water. This could be a
problem with children playing in the water (Spross, 2015).
The pond is situated next to the street, only surrounded by a small fence and some trees. Although the
fence implies certain rules- like not crossing it, there are no clear indications/interdictions around
regarding the interaction with the animals (ex. not to feed the ducks). Also at a quick look, the pond
doesn’t inspire cleanness- plastic wrapping or cans can be seen floating on the water, that affecting not
only the well-being of its inhabitants but also the aesthetics of the place and its role as a recreation area.
Moreover the high traffic on the street leads to noise and air pollution, indicators that, again, can
neither benefit the social aspects of the area or its biodiversity.

Transportation
Under the current conditions, the bike lanes are problematic and create confusion. At the base of the
bridge, there are 3 separate bike lanes, depending on which direction you want to take. There is
frequent interweaving of cyclists between these 3 lanes, creating a chaotic and uncertain environment.
During an oral interview, one person said that whenever he cycles through this place, he worries that he
will either cause an accident or be part of an accident. Because of the heavy volume of bicycle traffic
over the bridge and at the base of the bridge, it is important to create a clearer system.
For pedestrians, there is also a lack of clarity, but also a large issue of inconvenience, which our team
observed during multiple visits to the areas. In order to cross the street at the base of the bridge,
pedestrians must walk past the large bike intersection to get to the pedestrian crossing zone. Out of
confusion or out of a sense of inconvenience, many pedestrians choose to cross at the bike intersection.
Those who do follow the pedestrian crossing, must cross in front of traffic two times, and even when
they try to obey the traffic lights, they often run out of time to make the double crossing. This problem
affects the general population, but is of even greater consequence to those pushing baby strollers and
the elderly.
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Another issue of concern in the area is the number of buses that cross the bridge. Currently, the bridge
is utilized by 7 different bus lines. This creates a lot of stress on the area in terms of noise pollution, and
could potentially deter people from spending time in Islandsbron.
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Pumphuset Museum
Uppsala, in which there are a variety of museums that entertain locals in the city and visitors, has a
museum at one end of the Islandsbron that plays an essential role for a society, which is to tell people
about the development of municipal technology. We went on a museum tour, guided by Bo Pålsson,
who gave us some insights about the museum. You can learn not only about how water supply
technology and networks have developed, but also about history of sewage plant project and supply of
gas and electricity in the city of Uppsala.
Although this museum is the only museum in Uppsala, which is concerned with water supply and it’s
valuable historical and cultural aspects, it is only open twice a month, (Eklund, 2015). It is operated by a
group of volunteers who retired from Uppsala Vatten and Avfall AB, (Foucard, 2015). There is only one
folder, meant for the guides, that describes the exhibitions in English, however, not all guides speak
English. The museum is curerently in talks with consultants to work on its improvement (Bo Pålsson,
2015).

City Plan
Islandsbron and the surrounding area is included in part of the cities development plan for Södra
Åstråket, with Svandammen, and Islansbron being planned to work as a welcoming entry zone for the
area with clear signage and identity; the plan for Södra Åstråket in general is to create a living, eventful,
substantive park and activity zone. The city focuses on creating an area that is more accessible for
pedestrians and cyclists, as well as favoring children and the young (Uppsala Kommun A, 2014).
The city plans to develop the area around Svandammen and Munkgatan to serve future rapid bus
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transfer routes, as well as increase ease and overtaking possibilities for emergency services. A clearer
sense of orientation needs to be established and Munkgatans current impression as a barrier to nearby
planned areas needs to decrease. (Uppsala Kommun A, 2014) The creek and surrounding area are
mainly constituted by sand, gravel and thinner layers of mud, thus the risk of polluting groundwater is
high. Earthworks require special consideration by authorities. (Uppsala Kommun A, 2014)
A new bridge is planned in order to help solve congestion and environmental problems in the inner city
(Uppsala Kommun A, 2014).
Law
The area we studied is subject to three different types of protection, however the community
administrative board can provide exemptions if plans fall in line with the city’s development plan.
(Uppsala Kommun A, 2014)
Shoreline Protection (Strandskydd) This law was originally created to ensure public access to outside
recreation areas by shorelines, and since 1994 it “has been extended to include the preservation of good
living conditions for flora fauna” ( OMMIN, n.d, pg 57)
Water Conservation Area (Vattenskyddsområde) This law exists in areas that “include a ground or
surface water resource that is utilized or can presumable be utilized as a water catchment area”
((COMMIN, n.d., pg 63).

Recommendations for Key Components of Islandsbron
Water Quality
Recommendations for reducing flood risk and improving water quality
Most part of Fyrisån’s riverbank in central area of Uppsala is artificial cement riverbank, which could not
slow down the flow of the river compared with natural riverbank, especially when flood comes.
Therefore, the municipality should consider renovating riverbank, simulating the function of natural
riverbanks and forming a baffle area that could reduce the influence of floods. Notable signs should also
be set up to indicate how high the water level would be when floods come and where would be the safe
zone.
Precipitation on the urban area and agricultural area would form surface runoffs that flow into Fyrisån.
Such runoffs will not only increase the water level of Fyrisån, but also bring pollutants deposited on the
ground (phosphorus, nitrogen, heavy metals et al.) into it. Therefore, a well-designed stormwater
managing system, about which the city government has started a program (Uppsala Vatten, 2014),
would be great helpful to reduce both the flood risk and pollutant level in Fyrisån.
Aeration devices, which are used to pump air into the water and increase the dissolved oxygen, could be
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installed in Svandammen and Fyrisån. Dissolved oxygen could help promoting the microbial
degradation of organic pollutants and improving the self-cleaning process of waterbody, and therefore
enhance water quality and make it clean and clear.
Improve the management around Svandammen and along the riverside by seting up more garbage cans
to reduce littering in the water.

Biodiversity
Recommendations regarding the environment and biodiversity
The presence of biodiversity in such a populated and traffic-intensive area makes it a challenge for the
interaction between nature and biodiversity and the other aspects of the area. The recommendations
for improving the interaction between nature and the other elements are two-folds: protection of
biodiversity should be improved, and efficient communication and education should be introduced to
sensitize the population to the surrounding nature.
About biodiversity protection, it is important that water quality should be monitored regularly and
sources of potential pollution should be limited through sensitization. The main concerns come from
nitrogen and phosphorus levels that are a concern to biodiversity, especially fish. Mammals such as
otters should be considered to be a local protected species at the scale of Upplands. In case of new
construction of infrastructures, such as an additional bridge a safe passage for the otters should be
implemented. Regarding the Asp, it should stay considered as a protected species despite the fact that
it is not internationally protected under the IUCN (Freyhof, & Kottelat, 2008) In case of new
infrastructures building, fish passages should be created to ease the passage of the fish during spawning
season
Regarding the aspect of communication, sensitization and education to biodiversity and the
environment, different projects could be implemented.
First, visual communication should be made about the biodiversity present there. By the river, a big sign
presenting the species and their habitat could be installed. It should be in English and in Swedish
considering the numerous international inhabitants of Uppsala. But it should also be in Swedish so that
the local children can read it. Drawings and pictures would illustrate and explain how the fish use the
Fisktrappa, explaining the importance of facilitating the migration of the fish during spawning season.
The viewing season of the fish going up the stairs should also be indicated. The threats to biodiversity
should also be explained in order to sensitize the population to issues such as pesticide run-off and other
man-made pollution. The signs should also link the biodiversity aspect to some more cultural and
historical aspects. The Asp fish should be linked to the work of Carl Von Linné, and also to the region of
Uppland, since it is a landscape fish of the region. The area around the pond, Svandammen could also
be more pedagogical and present the existing biodiversity that lives in it. Another educational sign could
present the existing speeches, mostly ducks, and explain their characteristics and way of living, the
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same sign could encourage people not to feed the animals and to respect the biodiversity and the
environment.
Second, infrastructures should be implemented to allow local inhabitants of Uppsala and tourists to
enjoy the side of the river and the existing biodiversity. As shown on the diagram below, an area with a
picnic table and benches should be installed, preferably next to the informative sign, in order for people
to sit and enjoy the view of the river, as well as the Fisktrappa when this one will be used by the fish. The
idea behind this is to make the place more enjoyable and not only a passing and transit place.
These new infrastructures would definitely
improve sensitization to biodiversity. It is
important that next to the benches and the picnic
table, a garbage bin is installed to in order to not
risk generating more waste and pollution in the
river.

Benches &
pic nic tables

Transportation
Recommendations for Improvements in Transportation Circulation
In order to make the transportation in the area more orderly, coherent and environmentally conscious,
there are some improvements to the existing infrastructure that could be made. First, the cycle traffic
could be re-routed. Making one-way bike lanes on both sides of the bridge would significantly improve
circulation of bicycle traffic and reduce confusion, thereby lessening the chances for collisions and
accidents. Second, the pedestrian crossings could be modified so that pedestrians would only need to
cross once in front of traffic. Since most of the population is crossing this way at the current time, albeit
in spite of the official rules, the system needs to be changed to make sure they are able to cross safely.
Thirdly, it would benefit the environment in the area if some of the buses were re-routed to other
bridges.
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Museum and Education
Recommendations for Museum Enhancement and Education Campaigns
What method should be used in order to make this museum with a great historical value as a foundation
of the city visited by more people? As one approach to this problem, idea of visitor orientation can be
used (Camaero, 2014). Visitor orientation goes beyond Custodial orientation, which places a special
emphasis on museum’s traditional role of collecting and keeping historical items, and makes a point of
economic impact which can be generated by meeting visitor’s demand and expectation ( amaero,
2014). According to a research, technological innovation is one of the ways to make an exhibition
memorable and satisfactory for visitors, which leads to improvement of number of visitors, revenues,
and prestige of the museum (Camaero, 2014).
Utilization of a smartphone application for an exhibition is one example. For example, Tokyo national
museum used a smartphone application that introduces each items along a tour (About TohokuNavi,
2015). This application automatically provided visitors with oral guides and collections’ pictures
according to the visitors’ position in an exhibition hall, and language can be changed (About
TohokuNavi, 2015). Visitors could make their own collection file of the exhibition and leave their
comments through the application; this new project using IT was very popular, and 40% of visitors on
the first year of the project were first visitor (About TohokuNavi, 2015).
This kind of technology innovation has a lot of possibilities, however, it is obviously accompanied by a
monetary cost. Therefore, as a more realistic idea, placing an information board outside of the museum
is also possible. There is already information, but it is written only in Swedish, thus it should be very
important to have information about the museum in English so that more people can get interested in
it.

Conclusion
By taking the actions suggested in this report, the city of Uppsala will be able to realize its objectives of
creating a welcoming space that contributes to the environmental and social development of Uppsala.
Enhancing the quality transportation in the area will increase the safety of the area, thereby increasing
citizens’ safety and well-being. Improving water quality is an essential part of a healthy environment,
which enriches the area and encourages people to spend time there. Campaigns to promote knowledge
of biodiversity combined with expanded museum use of services would add to the cultural capital of
Uppsala. In summary, implementing the changes in the areas of water quality, biodiversity,
transportation and museum exhibitions and activities in Islandsbron will contribute to Uppsala in both
social and ecological ways.
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Abstract
Rosé
nparken was established in 2007 in memory of Carl Linneaus and his close friend Nils Rosé
n
von Rosenstein, also known as the father of paediatrics. The purpose of the park, with the
incorporated fish ladder, its small size, and closeness to Fyriså
n, is for it to serve as a quiet
meeting place and a spot for meditation. However, there are indicators of certain problems.
There is too much littering and improper waste management at the park, a lack of amenities, loud
traffic during rush hour, and unsightly features that might discourage visitors from returning.
Another big issue with the park is that it only seems to be known to very few people. Our group
decided to investigate how we can reinforce the position of Rosé
nparken among Uppsala’s rich
park offering and make it more of a feature that attracts a range of visitors? Moreover, how can
this goal be achieved in a sustainable manner while keeping the original purpose of the park in
place? By focusing on chosen indicators we researched global city plans similar to our park,
looked into available literature/reports on sustainability assessment frameworks, and designed
our research proposals from our results. We propose easy and economically doable changes that
will better waste management, act as noise buffers, and supply noticeable information with
plaques aimed to highlight its historical importance. We also propose the reworking of the mill
and adding cultural activities to increase public awareness of Rosé
nparken.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Uppsala Kommun
Uppsala Kommun is the fourth largest municipality in Sweden. On 31 December 2014 it
was estimated to have 207 362 inhabitants and that number is estimated to increase by
about 3000 people each year (1). This means that by the year 2050 Uppsala might be home
to 300 000 people (2). With such an increase in urban population, the need for green and blue
areas within the city becomes more and more important, not only for the wellbeing of its
inhabitants, but also for the wellbeing of the city itself.
1.2 Project site (Rosénparken)
Rosénparken was established in 2007 as part of the 300-year jubilee celebration of Carl
Linneaus, in memory of one of his close friends Nils Rosén von Rosenstein, also known as the
father of paediatrics. The park is located next to the water between the Fyrisån river and the
Uppsala grand cathedral and contains a fish ladder for the asp fish, a patch of grass, trees and
a couple of benches, where people can sometimes be seen eating their lunch (3).

Fig. 1
Lennart Nilsson inaugurating the park with the participation of Vattenfall. Picture by Hans E.
Ericson. (5)
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Fig. 2 Vattenfal participation plate

Hailed by the city tourist information as a “Gem for meeting friends and reflection”, the
aim of this little green haven is to be an accessible place with a meditative and peaceful
theme, nested at the foothill of Domkyrkan in the centre of the city.

Fig. 3 Location of Rosénparken
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The following painting by an artist called Gamil Gabra from 1983 shows a representation
of Rosénparken pre redevelopment in 2006-2007.

Fig. 4 Painting by Gamil Gabra

The area was otherwise barren before its development as part of the Linnaeus tercentenary
project.
Since its redevelopment the park has more urban features to appeal to visitors.

2. URBAN SUSTAINABILITY APPROACH
2.1 Goals/Visions
Deceptively small in size, Rosénparken has some remarkable
features, such as a fish ladder called “Asptrappa” which aims at
facilitating the migration of Asps during springtime, thus helping
preserving an otherwise endangered species.
In addition to its biodiversity purpose, the ladder also provides
a rippling sound and water feature for the enjoyment of all
visitors.

Fig. 5 The fish ladder in situ
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Fig. 6 Ripples on the fish ladder

Fig. 7 Ladder detail

The Uppslandsstiftelsen monitors the biodiversity of the fish ladder and their findings are
published in their annual reports (6).
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Fig. 8 (http://www.upplandsstiftelsen.se/UserFiles/Archive/5418/Rapporter/2014_7 Fyrisan.pdf)

Within the park itself, benches are provided for a resting break, both at the top of the park
and towards the river Fyrisån, so visitors can either bask in the sunshine or cool off in the
shade of a weeping willow tree by the river. Either way, water is a central theme to this park.
Rosén himself was a keen botanist so there are numerous flower beds which when in full
bloom in spring and summer offer an incredible sensory experience of tulips, magnolias and a
rainbow of colours to visitors. Several apple trees dotted around the benches provide the
most daring with a fresh apple for dessert.

Fig. 9 Benches in the shade of apple trees

The space can also be used for displays, arts installations and even concerts. A famous
Swedish band called Trummor & Orgel played a concert in June 2014 and pop up installations
like in the photo below can be observed during the year.
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Fig. 10 (Picture from http://www.ritesoflife.com/2009/exhibition/415/)

This exhibition was organised by the Upplands Museet next door to the park in 2009.

Due to its central location, the park is ideal as a resting place for tourists visiting the
cathedral or for locals working in the area wanting a quiet place to lunch. There are a number
of food vans across the street providing cheap lunch alternatives in a handy takeaway
format.

Fig. 11 Falafel vans

However the park is strangely abandoned most of the time, and it seems most inhabitants
have little to no awareness of its existence, features or name and heritage within the
Linnaeus framework of the city tourist attractions.
Research shows that access to open spaces has a positive impact on health as it induces
feelings of pleasure as well as it reduces feelings of anxiety. It promotes lower blood
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pressure, reduces stress and improves mental wellbeing. However, poorly managed or
neglected spaces create negative value giving the impression that the area is not cared about.
This in turn contributes to the onset of vandalism, anti-social behavior, graffiti and rubbish.
Successful and quality spaces on the other hand, attract people to live, work, visit and invest in
the area (7). Ergo, if the green-space quality is good, neighborhood satisfaction is raised and
the mental health improved.
According to “Uppsala in twenty years – a summary of the 2010 comprehensive plan” the
Uppsala municipality will mainly focus on the social importance of the green areas in the city
(4). However, when talking to locals, both those working in the shops close to the park and
passer-byes, many of them didn’t even realize that it was a park and of the ones that knew of
it, hardly anyone knew its name. This may be an indicator that the park might not be fulfilling
its original purpose of “[being] an oasis […] [where] you can collect your thoughts, chat away
part of your lunch break or discover new flowering splendour” (3).
A summary of the goals of Rosénparken:




Be a quality space available to Uppsala residents and visitors for leisure purposes
Provide educational (historical, botanical and biodiversity) facilities for visitors
Improve well being of residents

Problems/Questions:
There is a certain amount of littering around the bench areas of Rosénparken, particularly
around meal times. The proximity of Falafel food vans across the street is ideal for lunch
purposes but unfortunately means that the foil wrappers often end up on the ground, partly
due to human carelessness but mostly due to the bin facilities being visited by jackdaws and
pigeons. The birds are able to get into the bins as they have lids with wide openings and
regularly pillage the contents, splitting old packaging on the ground.

Fig. 12 Rubbish
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Fig. 13 Rubbish

Fig. 14 Abandoned wrapper

Fig. 15 Cigarette butts

No amenities are available on the park grounds, bar a single tap for watering purposes.
This could be an issue for tourists who would like to enjoy some food outdoors but cannot
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then use a bathroom to relieve themselves.
Traffic during rush hour tends to accumulate on Västra Ågatan (the street alongside the
park), which generates a lot of noise and potentially fumes, thus completely defeating the
meditative purpose of the park.
Some areas of the park display unsightly features such as a manhole in the middle of the
turf, an electric box on the path towards the fountain wheel, and a modern tinted glass door
hiding the fountain mill that runs along side of Västra Ågatan.

Fig. 16 Power box

Fig. 17 Old fountain
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Close by Rosénparken a huge fountain is provided. Even if this fountain is very old it is still
possible to pump water. In the vault cellar underneath huge pipes are shored. There is even a
reservoir from where the water is pumped up to the top.
Unfortunately the entrance to the vault cellar is closed. It is just possible to assume what is
behind the tinted and soiled glass door. In order to make Rosénparken more attractive for
children or tourists, the door should be open for everyone. People who are interested would
be able to get to know more about old pumping systems.
Research question:
How can we reinforce the position of Rosénparken among Uppsala’s rich park offering
and make it more of a feature that attracts a range of visitors? Moreover, how can this
goal be achieved in a sustainable manner while keeping the original purpose of the park
in place?

2.2 Benchmarking
This study investigated sustainable cities across the globe and tried to look into the
examples best fitted for the project site - Rosénparken. Which was done by studying global
city plans (i.e, Rejuvenation proposal of Westminster World heritage site and the Baltimore
Sustainablity Plan). Benchmarking was done to define the objectives of the study and
identify the target audience for which the urban sustainable indicators will be used. Based
on the above studies, goal based framework was used to define local and global
sustainability issues of Rosénparken.
The methodology of the study and the indicators are defined in further sections.
2.3 Methodology
The choice of a certain sustainability paradigm clearly affects the two main points of any
assessment process, namely:
i. The choice of the set of indicators to be measured. Those indicators will inform the
decision-making process.
ii. The relevancy, priority, and/or hierarchic position assign to each of the indicators during
the decision-making process.
Definition of Sustainability Indicators
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For the purpose of this project, a sustainability indicator is any measurable parameter –
quantitative or qualitative – that can inform the sustainability assessment of the technologies
under analysis, aiding the decision-making processes in order to design appropriate policies.

The research methodology is based on the theoretical and desktop analysis of available
literature / reports on sustainability assessment frameworks, sustainability indicators, as well
as methodologies for the integration of indicators and decision-making.

Fig. 18 Methodology flow chart

3. URBAN SUSTAINABILITY INDICATORS
3.1 The Sustainability Compass
First developed by Alan AtKisson in 1997 the sustainability compass is a tool to inform
people about the four categories of sustainability (12). It helps bringing people together to
understand and manage interdisciplinary tasks. Instead of North, East, South and West the
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sustainable compass uses Nature, Economy, Society and Wellbeing.

htFig.19: tps://compassu.wordpress.com/introduction/

The four categories stand for:
N for Nature

All of the ecological systems and
environmental concerns, from ecosystem
health and nature conservation, to
resource use and waste.

E for Economy

The human systems that convert
nature’s resources into food, shelter,
ideas, technologies, industries, services,
money and jobs.

S for Society

The institutions, organizations,
cultures, norms, and social conditions
that make up the collective life as
human beings.

W for Wellbeing

Individual health, happiness, and quality
of life.
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Urban sustainability indicator
One definition of urban sustainability indicators is that they are “bellwether tests of
sustainability and reflect something basic and fundamental to the long-term economic,
social or environmental health of a community over generations” (Sustainable Seattle 1993,
4). (13)
The environmental issues investigated within the project site are related to the noise,
transport, waste and water and overall green space. Data is collected from different sources,
mainly from Uppsala Municipality, the County Museum, and from some administrative
sources (e.g. Uppsala Tourist Centre).

Fig. 20 Fish ladder

3.2

Brief on selection of indicators

Nature – Biodiversity

Due to interferences into the river, the asp (in Swedish Red List fish) has for 170 years
been unable to swim upriver to spawn for breeding, and therefore the number has decreased
rapidly. The Asp is not an edible fish, but an official marker of Uppsala County, which has
hardly been seen at all for a century. The fish ladder was built to enable the Asp once again to
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spawn upriver and increase the number of fish.
Fish ladders were built at two of the barriers on Fyrisån River. One ladder is situated at
Kvarnfallet (at Rosénparken) and was opened in April 2007 and the other one is situated at
Islandsfallet, opened in April 2008, both down town Uppsala.
With the operation of fish ladder, not only asp fish but also other fish have been
benefitted. The Uppslandsstiftelsen monitors the biodiversity of the fish ladder.
The municipality of Uppsala wanted to implement the fish ladder project as there seemed
to exist a concrete solution how previously caused damage to the ecosystem could be at
least partially fixed.
The fish ladders were built to facilitate spawning migration of the endangered species asp
(Aspius aspius) but probably many other fish species will also benefit from the ladders.
Economy
Economy is generally considered as to attract new businesses and social entrepreneurs to
set up in the city. However, with respect to Rosénparken, Uppsala Kommun takes economy
as an investment in support of bio diversity. Uppsala municipality has invested more than 2
million US dollars to build 'asp ladders' along Fyrisån river (at two spots- Rosénparken is one
of them) is to help the fish migrate higher up on the river.
However, money invested in Rosénparken and does not generate other economic benefits
but surely has indirect implications, which will be considered as benchmark in the name of
Municipality of Uppsala for its efforts to conserve the endangered county fish of Uppland.
Considering this, economy indicator is towards the sustainability aspect.
Society
Rosénparken, one of the Linnaeus parks in Uppsala, though small, it is located in the most
attractive place along the Fyrisån river behind the Cathedral. Uppsala, known for its
character and culture, Rosénparken is in process of maintaining its identity at various
occasions. Uppsala Kommun along with Upplands Museet (adjacent to the park) is playing an
important role in promoting Rosénparken as a central gem for meetings and rest, as well as
recommending everyone to visit the park (towards end of April) to see the asp fish swim
upriver to spawn.
Not only this, the institutions promote Uppsala character and culture by organizing
exhibitions and concerts almost every year. During winter, it gets illuminated thus
highlighting the theme “River Sirens” at the Festival of Lights in Uppsala.
Society indictor can be interlinked with the indicator for health and wellbeing. Since the
park is located along the main Västra Ågatan road, long queues of vehicles during peak hours
shadow the importance of the little gem Rosénparken and sometimes causing obstructions
to cyclists and pedestrians.
Before the development of the park as part of the Linnaeus project, land was barren which
is clearly visible from the painting by Gamil Gabra, 1983. Rosénparken has slowly picked up
its pace to attract commuters/residents (local and students) to take break and enjoy greens
and water.
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However, people visit the park but the park is slowly losing its sanctity day by day. As
evident during interviews with visitors, most of them have little to no awareness of its
existence, features or name and heritage within the Linnaeus framework of the city tourist
attractions. Not only this, the main feature - the fish ladder is unknown to the visitors.
Briefly, innovation introduced in the form of a fish ladder is a step towards sustainability of
biodiversity but within the social aspect, awareness is fading away.
Well being - Infrastructure and land use
In the present scenario, commuters, locals etc, use the park as a place to eat during lunch
hours due to the presence of food carts across the road. Though wastebins are provided at
regular intervals but are not properly used. Solid waste is in the form of foils, left over's etc.
The bins provided are ordinary open bins with no separation of waste.
Amenities like toilets and proper drinking water facilities are absent in the park.
As per Land use of the area, the park is situated along the Fyrisån river which should act as
supporting river activities which in common terms will be used as recreation or tourism.
This indicator is closely interlinked to society where awareness and responsibility should
be borne by them in order to maintain the cleanliness of the park. A mechanism should be
devised to encourage more participation and with given tools to local communities for
maintenance and uplifting of surrounding areas.
People extensively visit the park during the summer as compared to winters but due to
lack of facilities and unpleasant visual / aesthetic experiences no one enjoyed its actual
purpose.
Elements of green, blue and grey can be further explored with landscape schemes, which
will complement surroundings, and the Rosénparken will become an attractive feature of the
Linnaeus project.
Well being – Transportation
Rosénparken is located along the main road - Västra Ågatan which gets jammed by
vehicles during peak hours, leading to noise and air pollution. This in turn adds in the losing
prosperity of the park with the people and is often ignored.
This indicator can be correlated with infrastructure/land use with less green plants / trees
that can combat the noise and fumes.
With the increase in number of vehicles, problems are increasing and sanctity of the park
will be lost in the near future.
Transportation indicator is moving away from sustainability and will become severe if
proper measures are not adopted in the future.
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Innovation
Manmade ecological initiatives - A fish ladder, also known as a fishway, fishpass or
fish steps, is a structure on or around artificial and natural barriers (such as dams, locks and
waterfalls) to facilitate the diadromous fishes' natural migration.
This fish ladder is 50m long and the elevation is around 2,3m.
This indicator is closely related to the bio diversity indicator where action is taken at the
institutional level to conserve an endangered species of the Uppland county.
Since there are two fish ladders on Fyrisån River, but started operating at different times
indicates that after success of first one, operation of second ladder operated a year after.
This type of innovation is appreciable which can be further taken up at other places where
the river is free of hydropower generation.

4. RESEARCH PROPOSALS
An improvement in waste management is waste bins that provide onsite- recycling
options. Inspired by rebro Kommun’s new trash bins, instead of the current small bins that
are placed next to every bench in the area, which at times give off foul odor and disturbing
sights, the suggested waste bin, would only require two of it’s kind at most and would be of a
slightly bigger form with wide but narrow openings (to prevent birds from reaching in and
scattering the waste) and with compartments for paper, glass, plastic and other rubbish. (8)
(9)

Fig. 21 New concept trash bins

http://na.se/nyheter/orebro/1.2471240-sa-blir-orebro-nya-papperskorgar

To better improve the waste management social behavior is taken into consideration.
Social conduct is influenced by what is approved and disapproved by society. If the option
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of proper recycling is available in an open area and one chooses to adhere to the
suggested recycling form, the approval may be high or indifferent. If one chooses to
disregard the suggested recycling, the reaction may then be either disapproval or
indifference. By this, albeit, simple model, one can deduct that the former option is the
better and will be further incentive to recycle ones’ trash (10).
To block out traffic noise, combat air pollution and maintain a meditative atmosphere in
the park despite rush hour a row of bushes or a hedge along the path closest to the street
could be grown. Evergreens would be ideal as their dense structure allows for a more
efficient noise barrier, not to mention an all year round buffer. (11) Proper signage with
information boards needs to be installed at strategic locations. The roads shall be closed for
vehicles during weekends to promote cycle and pedestrian activities along with food and
lightings.
In order for the park to regain its identity, initiatives like organization of festivals, events,
and gatherings with themes highlighting the importance of the fish ladder can be organized
more frequently. This will attract not only tourists but more community engagement will
happen. To improve on the popularity of the fish ladder and educate visitors on its purpose
and function, the fish sign could actually be moved further downstream as it is currently
hidden behind a cluster of flowers and awkwardly placed behind the ladders external wall.
A rework of the fountains inner mechanisms would also add to the educational value of
the park. By exposing the internal pump, renovating/cleaning the inside of the fountain, and
placing an open gate at the entrance instead of a tinted glass door, Uppsala Kommun would
be making Rosénparken a go to place for Uppsala schools, be it history or biology classes.
Other more generic and minor changes could also be made like planting a tree at the very
entrance of the park to break the empty area. More flowers could be seeded into the lawn
itself, particularly around the manhole cover, to make the lawn less monotonous a space.
Given the relatively small size of the park, its semi-secluded positioning, and natural slope, an
activity to increase cultural value and social wellbeing of the public could be the screening of
feature films by the bottom of the slope.
These changes are not costly to make yet combined would greatly improve the overall feel of
Rosénparken.
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5. CONCLUSION
With indications that point to the historical and cultural decline of Rosénparken, the
resurrection of this forgotten gem will be to the benefit of Uppsala Kommun in its goal in
creating environmentally and socially sustainable urban areas. By implementing the proposals
for a more sustainable park, for better waste management, noise buffers, noticeable
information plaques as well as highlighting its historical importance, reworking of the mill and
adding cultural activities, this forgotten park will soon be able to fulfill its original purpose and
be forgotten no more.
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es/Archive/5418/Rapporter/2014_7
Fyrisan.pdf
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“A city is more than a place in space, it is a drama in time”
Patrick Geddes

Abstract
Abstract Uppsala is one of Sweden’s fastest growing cities and have, in order to manage present
as well as future challenges in urban planning, published the Uppsala 20 years Development Plan.
Amongst other focuses, the Development Plan handles the importance of the development of
Uppsala’s green urban spaces. In growing cities, which become more and more dense, green
urban spaces provide an environment for citizens to recreate and socialize. Important factors,
which enhance the attractiveness of green spaces, are their maintenance, safety and diversity and
it is therefore a great challenge for cities and urban landscape planners to meet the needs of both
urban dwellers and the environment in an effective and efficient way. (followed on next page)
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This report examines the sustainability situation of Tornerparken, an urban park within the centre
of Uppsala and proposes ways and strategies in order to improve the attractiveness and
multifunctional use of the park in a sustainable way.
The research question to be answered is as follows: How can the multifunctional use of
Tornerparken be encouraged following the Uppsala 20 years Development Plan?
Relevant indicators (ecosystem services, biodiversity, health, economics, education, safety and
accessibility) have been studied with aim to propose suitable innovations and suggestions to
recreate Tornerparken in a sustainable way – both for nature and for Uppsala’s habitants and at
the same time promote and increase the multifunctional use of Tornerparken.
In the conclusion of the report, three key innovations have been selected and are interrelated
and therefore supplement the objectivity of sustainability.
• Create a link to connect the park to the ridge and Stadsträ
dgå
rden through the hospital.
• Communal garden for urban food growing
• Themed playgrounds for a variety of users
Through a rigorous consultation period and discussions with the authors of this report,
developing an implementation strategy to introduce the improvements within Tornerparken
should be a success for the sustainable development in Uppsala.
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Introduction
Uppsala, Sweden s fourth largest city, is facing various challenges in the near future. It is one of the
fastest growing cities in the country with a predicted increase of its industrial activities, economic
growth and a rising population. At the same time Uppsala strives to develop towards a more sustainable
and attractive city within the upcoming years. (Carlén, 2010).
In order to provide its citizens with a better quality of life and to lead its urban development towards a
more sustainable direction, Uppsala released a 20 years Development Plan where they defined its
strategies for a balanced development between the urban and rural areas. Amongst other, a focus is
being set on the importance of the development of the city s green urban spaces.
This report examines the sustainability situation of Tornerparken, an urban park within the centre of
Uppsala and proposes ways and strategies in order to improve the attractiveness and multifunctional
use of the park in a sustainable way. The suggestions are being identi ed in line with the goals
mentioned in the Uppsala 20 years Development Plan with regards to the city s green urban spaces. Due
to various professional backgrounds of the participants within this research, a truly holistic and
interdisciplinary approach was applied within the different phases.
Tornerparken is situated in the centre of Uppsala.

Background
Green spaces have a crucial role within urban areas and cities as they provide many important functions
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including ecological, social, economic and cultural aspects. They have a complex and multidimensional
structure through which they offer various benefits and opportunities to nature and society such as
ecosystem services or social and psychological services (Giliba, 2012). In growing cities, which become
more and more dense, green urban spaces provide an environment for citizens to recreate and socialize.
They therefore contribute to create a sense of peacefulness and community throughout society. (Rieke
Hanson, 2014)

Green spaces moderate negative impacts of human activities as they for example purify air pollution
and reduce noise (Chen, 2015). Moreover, urban green spaces provide an area for the reproduction of
species and conservation of plants, soil and water quality (Giliba, 2012). Therefore, they contribute to a
healthier urban climate and environment for both humans and nature and ensure socioeconomic
sustainability within the city in the long run. Ideally, green urban spaces such as parks are integrated
areas which provide benefits to different groups of people living in the city and should therefore be
easily accessible for everybody. Important factors which enhance the attractiveness of green spaces are
their maintenance, safety and diversity (Chen, 2015). It is therefore a great challenge for cities and urban
landscape planners to meet the needs of both urban dwellers and the environment in an effective and
efficient way.
Uppsala’s visions for sustainability
In 2010, Uppsala kommun developed a comprehensive plan which outlines the direction in which the
city and its rural surroundings aim to develop over a period of 20 years. Amongst others, the
municipality explains on how it intends to develop the urban green spaces within the city in a
sustainable way. In Uppsala kommun (2008) policy for sustainable development, the municipality aims
to create meeting places for social gatherings where the citizens feel safe in the physical and social
environment. Healthy living is being promoted with investment in public places for physical activities
and accessibility to places for recreation. Uppsala kommun (2008) works towards public welfare, rich
biodiversity, neutralizing climate change and to have the lowest possible consumption of resources.
In a vision for 2030, Uppsala kommun wants the urban parks to stimulate physical activity, social life and
contribute to cultural- and natural values. Furthermore, the green areas within the city should create a
base for ecosystem services such as; biodiversity, microclimate, water cleaning and food growing. The
parks should all contribute to public welfare by offering places for public health, well-being and food
growing. The 20 years Development Plan further states, that public places should be developed as
meeting places with high quality, artistic decoration and greenery. Efforts should be made to overbridge
boundaries to create green links and better access to green areas by foot and bike. (Carlén, 2010)

Tornerparken
This report investigates the multifunctional uses and sustainability of Tornerparken in the centre of
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Uppsala. Tornerparken is located on top of the ridge, next to the castle and creates a bridge between
the city centre and the western part of the city where most of the University buildings are located as
well as the city district Kåbo. It was former used as a place for tournaments, a history that is kept
through a yearly event of knights coming to compete against each other. The park has a size of
approximately 4.5 hectare (Uppsala kommun 2015).
The red ring shows the location of Tornerparken.

The social aspects
Uppsala kommun together with Spacescape has documented the social aspects of public parks in
Uppsala in a sociotop map. The report shows how the citizens perceive and use the public green places
and has been made up by observations, focus groups and surveys in different parts of the city. In the
sociotop map, parks and public places are valued according to 20 concepts that have to do with social
aspects in public parks. (Spacescape 2009)
In this valuation system, Tornerparken gets 7 values which is a fairly low number compared to other
parks in the central of Uppsala (Spacescape 2009). Tornerparken are valued for greenery, vistas, walks,
company games, picnic places, hang outs and natural experiences (Spacescape 2009, pp.33 – 52).
However, the park lacks many other values that a central park of this size should contain. In Uppsala
kommun (2003) Park Development Guidelines is mentioned that an urban park in the size of
Tornerparken should hold many attractions and functions such as greenery, flowers, seating’s, playg
round and an open lawn. Tornerparken lack many of the functions mentioned above which may
contribute to the lack of usage.

Key Challenges
Within the research, several key challenges were identified which Tornerparken is facing at the moment
and which hinder it to become a more sustainable green space of good quality. Observations at the field
as well as research on literature and data from Uppsala kommun showed that the park is not perceived
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that attractive to the citizens. Moreover, it is often not even known by local people of Uppsala as an
open green space to spend leisure time. People would just pass by the park in order to get from one site
of the town to the other without taking a rest or spending time at the park area. An observation we
made was that no people were using the grass field, even when we visited the park several times on
sunny days. A great example for the very low perception of Tornerparken is a study of the main parks in
Uppsala where it wasn’t mentioned among the 42 studied parks (Uppsala kommun 2011).
We identified the following key challenges in Tornerparken which likely have lead to the current low
rate of usage:
(1) Not enough facilities to rest (benches)
(2) Not enough facilities for social gatherings (tables and seats)
(3) Not enough activity facilities
(4) Not enough bins
(5) Not enough bike parking spaces
(6) Mostly plain grass field
(7) Not well accessible by elderly, disabled people, bicycles
The City of Uppsala emphasises in its Uppsala 20 years Development Plan that
“[..] green spaces in the city should especially offer social benefits to its citizens.” (Carlén 2010)

Considering both the overall goals of the city stated in the 20 years Development Plan as well as the
identified Key Challenges in Tornerparken, we defined the following research question:
How can the multifunctional use of Tornerparken be encouraged following the Uppsala 20 years
Development Plan?
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Observations in the park show that the park lack facilities such as bins and tables. It is also badly
accessible for elderly or disabled people.

Indicators
Indicators are used as a tool to track past, present and future measurable targets. They are a way to
communicate performance statistics to stakeholders in an easily readable manner. “An inadequate
selection of indicators guiding and monitoring sustainable urbanization can hamper progress and can lead
to failing performance” (Shen et al, 2011), thus meaning the appropriate selection of indicators is crucial.
The indicators below used in this study were chosen through the process of rigorous and thorough
exercises such the VISIS method, which occurred over a number of days and sessions, including all team
members providing their thoughts and insight, giving a truly interdisciplinary perspective. Methods such
as brainstorming and group discussions were used to identify the ‘deemed’ key indicators. All indicators
were chosen due to their compatibility with one another whilst also drawing from the Uppsala 20 years
Development Plan (Carlén 2010) they were appropriately chosen to align with the plans goals and
ambitions. See Appendix C.
Ecosystem services
Green areas contribute to ecosystem services which are an important reason for our existence on earth
(Uppsala kommun, 2003). The ecosystem services also increases the quality of life for the citizens and
contributes to public health (Bolund & Hunhammar, 1999). Some of these which are important in urban
areas are air filtration, regulations in microclimate, noise reduction, rainwater drainage, waste
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treatment and recreational/ cultural values (Bolund & Hunhammar, 1999). One important indirect
ecosystem service, where the service isn’t consumed directly by humans but necessary for the
ecosystems themselves, is pollination (Bolund & Hunhammar 1999). The amount of bumblebees,
honeybees and wild bees have drastically decreased during the past decades in Europe, due to lack of
flower rich habitats, diseases and use of pesticides (STEP n.d.). To help the pollinators it is suggested to
save or plant flowering species and to leave these areas undisturbed for the pollinators to find resources
and nesting patches (STEP n.d.). Other ways to support the wildlife is to set up nesting boxes for birds,
butterflies and bats. Big trees are also important for many species that live within them such as insects,
mushrooms and birds. All green plants and especially big trees absorb carbon dioxide that helps to
lower global heating; which is shown in parks where the temperature is generally lower and the
circulation of air is better than in the streets (Uppsala kommun, 2003). One tree could absorb up to 18 kg
CO2/ year (Uppsala kommun, 2003).
Biodiversity
One of the ecosystem services under threat is the biodiversity in which species are lost due to changed
living conditions. Today there is a lack of knowledge about species that are crucial for our complex
ecosystems to work and it is therefore important to preserve as many species as possible (Uppsala
kommun, 2003). Our green areas within the cities are important habitats for many species, especially
larger green areas of high quality which are connected to other green areas that gives species the
possibility to spread (Uppsala kommun, 2003). With green wedges or larger green areas from outside
the city that goes into town, it is possible for urban parks to be linked together with larger ecosystems
(Bolund & Hunhammar, 1999). Smaller urban parks that are being isolated can’t sustain a varied flora
therefore requiring undisrupted green areas (Bolund & Hunhammar, 1999).The nature within the urbn
parks is of importance where a variety of biotopes give possibility for many different species and an
increased biodiversity (Bolund & Hunhammar, 1999).
The goal for biodiversity in Uppsala is to have a rich flora and fauna within the urban parks. Protecting
the natural habitats and implementing ways to spread between habitats is one step to reaching this
goal. Providing compensation for lost biotopes and furthering the knowledge in maintenance Uppsala
kommun hopes to secure a rich wildlife in the city. Uppsala aims for a good balance between built areas
and green areas; to equalize temperature and ensure rich biodiversity where bigger connective green
areas are saved. (Uppsala kommun, 2003)
Biodiversity in Tornerparken
Tornerparken is part of a bigger green area coming from the south, as a ridge that goes through central
Uppsala. Most of this ridge is covered with forest and has a wild character. Tornerparken is maintained,
but still gives a natural experience from all native species kept in the northern part of the ridge towards
the hospital (Spacescape, 2009). The biodiversity in the park has a low value where the flora mostly
consists of cut grass, big trees and sprouts from trees forming vegetation with wild character. In the
south facing hillside there is however a bit more variety of species where we have more sunlight coming
down to the bush layer. The species of trees and bushes found in the park can be seen in appendix B.
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The flora in Tornerparken mostly consists of big trees and sprouts of trees. Under the big beeches no
shrubs can survive due to the lack of sun. The birds are helped by nesting boxes put up in some of the
trees.

Health
One of the earliest definitions of health was written by WHO in 1948; stating that “health as being a
state of complete physical, mental and social well-being” (Tzoulas et al. 2007). Health is a subjective
esteemed value, and is often used as an indicator with surveys in studies on health (Hansson, 2010). As
both Hansson (2010) and Tzoulas et al. (2007) stress, it is challenging to link human health to green
spaces. Health as a well-being indicator is adjacent to a wide array of factors, as for instance biological,
sociological, economical and cultural (Tzoulas et al. 2007). As shown in the sustainability compass,
reality is also interdisciplinary. However, there are in fact several studies that imply that green spaces in
urban areas do contribute to improved human health and decreased cases of illness (Tzoulas et al.
2007). Whitford et al. (2001) stress for instance that green areas in urban environment can abate airpollution and in extension substantiate outdoor activities in an increased amount. Ulrich (1984) points
out that hospital patients in his study did recover from surgical operations in less amount of time, if their
view from the hospital window was over the hospital park and not in direction to the neighbouring
concrete buildings. Moreover, Faber- Taylor et al. (2001) established that greener play areas contribute
to less severe attention deficit syndromes for children and Korpela (2007) has proven that natural places
have
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positive impact on human feelings and mental health (Tzoulas et al. 2007). Thus, nearness to green
areas contribute to physical activity with increased physical and mental human health as results
(Hansson 2010). Tornerparken is located in an area close to schools and offices, the University hospital
as well as residential areas. Boverket (2007) states that the distance to a green area (especially from the
home as a starting point) is important for the number of green visits. The closer the distance to a park
from other facilities, the more the park will be visited and used. A distance of maximum 300 meters is
according to Boverket (2007) the limit for when the distance is considered to be “close by”. Many of the
surrounding buildings are included in a 300 meter radius from Tornerparken including the University
hospital, schools and homes; it is important for both hospital patients and school pupils to have access
to green areas (Whitford et al. 2001 and Faber-Taylor et al. 2001).

Economics
At present Tornerparken can be rented by both commercial and non-commercial enterprises. To rent
the park for non-commercial events the daily cost is 1050 SEK and to rent Tornerparken for commercial
events it costs 3150 per day (Uppsala kommun 2015). Figures from a report published by The National
Association of State Park Directors (2014) shows that since the year 2000 in the USA, the total
operating expenditures are greater than the revenues and funds which the parks are producing. When
considering Tornerparken, the one verifiable source of commercial income which the park generates
comes from the Celeres Nordica (celersnordica.se, 2015) event which is a medieval enactment which
happens one day a year in August generating 3150 SEK. When considering the size of the area and the
type of land Tornerparken covers, a groundskeeper looking after the upkeep of the general area and its
wildlife must be present. The North Las Vegas Audit of Park Maintenance (LVAPM) report (2010) found
that the average cost of a maintenance worker/groundskeeper to the municipality was 670-830 SEK per
hour when all administration, labour and other costs were considered. Taking a the lower figure of 670
SEK per hour and following the LVAPM’s guidelines it is safe to assume that the park would need at
least one days worth of maintenance per week on a yearly basis. Therefore the estimated cost of the
park for the municipality is 268,000 SEK per year.
Education
At the moment Tornerparken is an unused recreational space which has the potential to be developed
sustainability with an educational aspect. Following the Uppsala in 20 years Development Plan, Uppsala
is aiming to provide high quality parks and green areas within the city. Different environments should
also be linked together for all areas to work alongside one another; creating environments where people
can spend time together and in this case take advantage of the natural environment for children and
others to learn allowing for a more diverse learning space. According to the American Planning
Association (2015) parks are a vital part of a city, children have the opportunity to explore the natural
environment and also allowing for physical activity, an added health benefit. Parks also allow children to
engage in experiential learning through play and exploration, creating an outdoor classroom. Nature
crafts for young children include crafts such as leaf collages. This involves children or any of the
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participants gathering fallen leaves, identifying the tree in which the leaf came from and then forming
new shapes with them to make an alphabet collage. Education with Tornerparken can therefore relate
to the biodiversity of the area and to the schools in the surrounding area. Signs can be added
throughout the park identifying and describing the different wildlife in the area including photographs
and a history of the area.
Safety
Tornerparken is a public area protected and owned by Uppsala kommun. The fire department and
Uppsala kommun are responsible to respond to the public safety within Uppsala. The general public has
a good civic understanding and a close trust with both departments as well as their city council and
police department. The overall safety situation has been found satisfactory with the potential to
upgrade measures. A brief transit walk, semi structured interviews with the people passing by the park
and correspondence with the Uppsala kommun indicate that safety, health, and the security of
Tornerparken are at a high standard i.e. A total of ten persons (male/female) including local residents
and international students were interviewed (see appendix A for questionnaire). Six of the respondents
have rarely heard about any criminal activity in the area; two individuals have heard about minor crimes
i.e. fights or drugs and eight had no knowledge of any hazards in or around the park. However, two have
mentioned heavy snowfall resulting in people slipping but not describing the area as hazardous. Almost
every respondent was aware of the department’s responsibility
for safety in the area and nine people are quite satisfied with the role and efficiency of these
departments. As stated by Maguire ‘the whole concept of risk and safety analysis is predicated on the
notion that there is some level of risk exposure that is acceptable’. (Maguire, 2008) At Tornerparken
there is a possibility of small accidents in the park which can be considered as Maguire states
acceptable; overall there are no serious concerns for public safety in Tornerparken.
Accessibility
The accessibility of citizens to Tornerparken can be measured by barriers that block the access to the
park. Such a barrier could for example be the steep hill from the city centre towards the park which does
not allow access to the park for some society groups such as elderly, people with disabilities and other
groups of people who are limited in their mobility. Furthermore it was observed that a great majority of
cyclists do push their bicycle up and down the hill instead of riding it as they perceive it as too dangerous
and too steep. The Uppsala 20 years Development Plan foresees, that inner city areas must be designed
for easy use by pedestrians and cyclists. According to Sugiyama green spaces are particularly important
for the improvement of life quality of senior residents (Sugiyama, 2007).
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The bike line through the park is widely used as an important linkage within the city. However, the
accessibility is lowered because of the steep hill and fences.

Innovations
After making a systems diagram, see appendix C, we started to come up with innovations for making
Tornerparken more sustainable and multifunctional used. The summary of this discussion can be seen in
Appendix D as an innovation diagram where our innovations are linked to each other.
Ecosystem services/Biodiversity
Innovations for Tornerparken according to biodiversity:


Create links to connect the park to the ridge



Link the park to the surrounding



Point out entrances to the park



Preserve and share information about the cultural history
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Create place for gardening/ food growing projects As Tornerparken is connected to many
surrounding buildings and green areas it is important that it is well connected, both for human
recreation and the spread of wildlife. One idea is to connect the park with the ridge and
Stadsträdgården through the hospital which is now being refurbished. By pointing out entrances to the
park it will also become easier to locate, create a wider range of users and a stronger identity. The
cultural history of Tornerparken could become more available allowing for the park to become known
for its history and more recognised by the citizens. The demand for places for food growing is rising in
the central of Uppsala and Tornerparken could be a suitable place for food growing such as herbs and
vegetables that contribute to ecosystem services such as pollinators and biodiversity.
Health
Innovations for human health through activity facilities:



Outdoor gym
hildren’splayground



Ping pong tables



Boulecourt

All of above innovations will promote human physical health when used. Outdoors gyms addressed
towards adults, meanwhile the playground and the ping pong tables would be more focused towards
usage by children and teenagers. The usage of boule court can exeed over all ages but can also be
suitable for senior habitants. Innovations children’s playground, ping pong tables and boule court will
also endorse social integration, which is of importance for e.g. children’s development and seniors’
wellbeing (Hansson, 2010). The activity facilities may be used by nearby living habitants, school pupils
as well as hospital staff.

Education
As mentioned above Tornerparken can be developed extensively in many areas which can promote the
educational use of this public park, such as adding signs describing the cultural history of the park and
the wildlife which live in it. In order to increase the biodiversity in the area it could be possible to allow
schools and their pupils to help plant and develop the area; allowing them to learn about how to plant
trees and flowers, take care of them and learn more about biodiversity. The City Parks Foundation
suggests the creation of learning gardens, an outdoor classroom to give a more diversified educational
system. This will give student’s hands on experience to learn how to take care of the natural world and
the importance of urban ecosystems. This park could also possible be related to horticultural societies
which could help developing other parks within the city. Students could also participate with the
horticultural societies and work as an educational resource. Education within an urban park can develop
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environmental stewardship for future generations.
Safety
As per the survey with the general public, no health and safety issues have been reported, but a concern
has been indicated for general safety. In response to those concerns, the following suggestions have
been put forward:
Having more light poles to increase the visibility at night and ensuring public safety.
Creating stairs along the north side that has a steep track downward with hand railings which would aid
the elderly and children entering the park. It would also be beneficial during the winter. Also many
students (passing through) suggested having signboards and information boards.

Strategies
Within our strategies we focused on some innovations that we discussed briefly in the group. This made
up some suggestions for Uppsala kommun on how they could develop Tornerparken and how the
suggestions will contribute to sustainability and multifunctional use.
Suggestions
• reate a link to connect the park to the ridge and Stadsträdgården through the hospital.
To create and sustain high biodiversity it is important to link urban parks with its surrounding green
areas (Uppsala kommun, 2003). Tornerparken is surrounded by many green areas without having great
connection with proper linkages to create possibility for species to spread and humans to walk long
stretches in nature. The closest area with most wildlife is the ridge that stretches from south of Uppsala
to the central as a green wedge. In the north we also have Stadsträdgården with lots of activities and a
variety in flora. The University hospital that is now being rebuilt in situated in the middle of the area,
making it possible to plan for green connections towards Tornerparken. Today the hospital area is
fenced towards the park, making it impossible to access for patients and staff. We suggest that
Tornerparken gets better access to the hospital by taking away fences and adding stairs to create
possibility for the visitors to use the park, both for recreation and recovery.
As the University hospital is spending millions of SEK in developing the outdoor area these linkages
could be invested mostly by the county council. One of their aim with the rebuilding is to “create a
healing environment even where the nursing don’t take place”, which here could be implemented as
access to green parks in its closest surroundings (Statens konstråd n.d.). The hospital also wants to
create clear entrances, better linking with the surrounding city and to strengthen cultural values
(Statens konstråd n.d. ) which all would be implemented within this suggestion. The main entrance to
the hospital is situated just below the bike line up to Tornerparken where there’s possibilities to connect
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the park with Stadsträdgården through the new extended green entrance, which will lead to more users
finding Tornerparken and possibilities for higher biodiversity.

The newly built psychiatric hospital has no access to the close by park. Taking away the fence and building
a stairway where the cross walk ends could be a solution.

• omunal garden for urban food growing
Reflecting upon the later research and indicators from the report, the proposal of a communal garden in
Tornerparken is to be suggested. The communal garden will be maintained and managed by local
communities and surrounding schools, improving social cohesion as well as creating a positive link
between the park and its local environment. Schools will have access to the garden, thus creating an
educational purpose for the garden as children will have the ability to plant, grow and discuss the herbs
and vegetables they are growing, as well as then using the ingredients in class within cookery classes.
The communal garden could also be used as an outdoor classroom for older individuals, cookery and
gardening evenings could be hosted creating cohesion.
Through the introduction of a communal garden, local biodiversity and ecosystems will flourish, in
particular the population of pollinators within the park and its surrounding areas which will increase due
to their attraction to herbs (Celeresnordica.se, 2015). A communal garden fulfils many of the goals in
Uppsala 20 years Development Plan, notably the aims of education and an increase of parks for social
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space. Through this implementation there will be minimal outlay to the municipality and only the
original cost of building the garden will be attributed to the municipality. The maintenance and
introduction of plants/flowers/herbs and vegetables will be provided by the local community and
schools have a vested interest in the garden.
• Themed playgrounds for a variety of users
In relation to schools and children a playground has been chosen due to its multifunctional use. Not only
is it an active facility that will imply physical and mental health for children, but it is also a social meeting
point for all ages. The playground will contribute interaction between children, parents, siblings,
grandparents and neighbours, which follows the goals in Uppsala 20 years Development Plan. The
playground would encourage people to visit the park, take part in activities and make contact with other
visitors. Spending time in a green area such as Tornerparken would also most likely have positive impact
on the visitors’ well- being, according to research findings earlier in this report. To maximize the
outcome of the playground we suggest that several playgrounds in different parts of the park are
established and we strongly recommend different themes on the playgrounds in order to follow up on
the history and nature in the park. A medieval theme would capture that the park has been used for
tournaments and a playground located in the woodier part of the park would strengthen the vicinity to
the education on biodiversity in Uppsala.

Conclusion
This report has investigated Tornerparken, on its multi-functional uses and sustainability in relation to
the Uppsala 20 years Development Plan. The three suggestions proposed have been selected based
upon a rigorous process of discussions, background research and using the VISIS sustainable
development tool “the Power of Indicators, System, Innovations and Strategy” (AtKisson, n.d.) The
three suggestions are interrelated and therefore supplement the objectivity of sustainability. Through a
rigorous consultation period and discussions with the authors of this report, developing an
implementation strategy to introduce the improvements within Tornerparken should be a success for
the sustainable development in Uppsala.
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Introduction
Valuable ecosystems are increasingly falling victim to the rapid urbanization around the world.
The city of Uppsala is no exception. The burgeoning concrete structures and the concomitant loss
of natural greenspace areas are proving to be increasingly detrimental to human health. Parks
are known to have a profound alleviating effect on mental stress associated with living in the
concrete jungles. It is with this idea in mind that our research team conducted a thorough study
on Uppsala’s Vasaparken and Biotopia Museum green space – an open area in a fairly central part
of the city. Despite this easily accessible area being available for public use, there is a lack of
strong social interaction among the city residents. The question we focused our research on is:
How do we increase social interaction among the inhabitants of Vasaparken? Our aim was to
discover and understand the problems that this area is facing with a view to finding practical
solutions to increase social interaction in this urban green space. Through systemic and
interdisciplinary research, we have arrived at four solutions that, if executed properly, can
enhance the public use of the Vasaparken and Biotopia green space, and thus leading to healthier
interactions among the public and associated social dividends.
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Introduction
Valuable ecosystems are increasingly falling victim to
the rapid urbanization around the world. The city of
Uppsala is no exception. The burgeoning concrete
structures and the concomitant loss of natural
greenspace areas are proving to be increasingly
detrimental to human health. Parks are known to have a
profound alleviating effect on mental stress associated
with living in the concrete jungles. It is with this idea in
mind that our research team conducted a thorough
study on Uppsala’s Vasaparken and Biotopia Museum
green space – an open area in a fairly central part of the
city. Despite this easily accessible area being available
for public use, there is a lack of strong social interaction
among the city residents.
The question we focused our research on is: How do we increase social interaction among the
inhabitants of Vasaparken? Our aim was to discover and understand the problems that this area is
facing with a view to finding practical solutions to increase social interaction in this urban green space.
Through systemic and interdisciplinary research, we have arrived at four solutions that, if executed
properly, can enhance the public use of the Vasaparken and Biotopia green space, and thus leading to
healthier interactions among the public and associated social dividends.

Statement of the problem
Sociocultural functions of urban park space can be important and it provides recreation and
entertainment with environmental and social wellbeing benefits. Through studying Vasaparken and its
inhabitants on a daily basis, for three weeks, we have found four issues that can be fixed to provide a
better urban green space area which will lead to a significant increase in human social interaction than
what it is currently at.
#1 Issue:
Attracting more adults to Vasaparken and Biotopia
#2 Issue:
Designing Vasaparken and Biotopia for night time usage
#3 Issue:
Enhancing community participation strategies in Vasaparken and Biotopia area planning
#4 Issue:
Vasaparken as a Winter Wonderland

Indicators of sustainable urban green space
Definition of urban green space
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Urban public parks form areas of separation between the neighbourhoods adjacent to them.
However, the same park may also act as a link between the urban residents of several neighbourhoods,
offering common service and facilities such as playgrounds, areas for rest, and passageways for
different ages of the group. As such, the urban public park serves as a meeting place for the urban
community in the city (Ngeson et al, 2013. p. 619). Vasaparken’s greenspace is vast enough for many
urban activities. Utilizing the space will be optimal as there are many areas within the park that are easy
to set up in, facilitating the increase in social interaction for those that pass through the park.
More specifically, according to Matilda Annerstedt and Anders B. Nielsen, the definition of urban parks
is “[D]elineated open space areas, mostly dominated by vegetation and water, and generally reserved
for public use. Urban parks are mostly larger, but can also have the shape of smaller ‘pocket parks’.
Urban parks are usually locally defined (by authorities) as ‘parks’ ” (Annerstedt & Nielsen, 2012, p. 3).
Indicators of urban parks
Systematically conduct was guiding the research process from which certain indicators early on were
chosen to represent issues of focus in the study. These were:

Environmental
indicators
Mode of
transportation

Economic
indicators
Consumption

Social indicators

Well-being indicators

Age division

Aesthetics of green spaces

Recreation

Occupation

All was chosen and used as in Shen et al. (2011) and Maclaren (1996). By mapping these trends
(indicators) another two; Social interaction and Social quality were chosen as key indicators for the
study, interacting as common denominators with the all others. By investigating, based on our results
from actual trends, in which way the dynamics within and between these key parameters could be
altered, in turn affecting the system, an analysis for probable outcomes was made as final conclusions.

Methodology
By spending time at the study site certain conclusions were made which came to impact the study
towards focus from the perspective of social sustainable parameters. At the study site an assessment of
great human induced defragmentation of habitat was also established. The need for greater knowledge
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of social influences to the park was although considered more interesting owed to current
circumstances.
Two methods were used; one quantitative literature review followed by a qualitative survey. The
literature review was based on scientific articles via Uppsala University´s databases and also by locally
municipal reports. The survey was divided towards visitors in the park and staff representing the
BIOTOPIA facility in the park. Systematic conduct was guiding the research process from which certain
indicators early on were chosen to represent issues of focus in the study. By mapping these trends
(indicators) another two: Social interaction and Social quality were chosen as key indicators for the
study, interacting as common denominators with the all others. By investigating, based on our results
from actual trends, in which way the dynamics within and between these key parameters could be
altered, in turn affecting the system, an analysis for probable outcomes was made as final conclusions.

Survey
We had five general questions that each research group member asked different visitors to
Vasaparken. Our data is showcased in Appendix A and B.
Scope and Limitations
Our research did face a certain amount of limitations, the most important one being a limited
timeframe in which we could conduct our research and data collection. Despite having a small amount
of data collected, it is significant enough to have helped us in agreeing on the main issues that have
stood out with Vasaparken and the Biotopia Museum.
Significance of the Study
The study has given us an incredible insight into the world of urban planning, and in particular with
urban green space planning. We hope this study will be of great use to the Uppsala Kommun with any
urban planning projects the municipality may be working on.

Issues and Solutions
#1 - Attracting more adults to Vasaparken and Biotopia
In order to understand what would make Vasaparken and Biotopia Natural History Museum more
attractive to the adult residents of Uppsala, it is necessary to explore and understand adult visitors’
expectations.
Throughout our 3-weeks long research, visitors and employees of the Biotopia Natural History Museum
and Vasaparken were interviewed on their perception of the museum and the park (see Appendix A and
B).Moreover, employees were asked to express their opinion on why Biotopia is more attractive among
families with young children than among university students and adults. One of their answers was that
Biotopia does not offer enough attractive activities for adults. Employees of the museum mentioned
that there are ongoing plans to restructure of street level of Biotopia into a lecture hall, where university
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students, professors and other professionals could organize debates, talks or lectures. This could be a
viable solution to increase the attractiveness of the museum due to its convenient location for the
academic audience (see map below).

Another common concern is that not too many people know about the existence and purpose of
Biotopia. This issue of lack of awareness of museums appears frequently in museum action plans and
academic literature (Davies, 2001, p. 284; Kotler & Philip Kotler, 2000, p. 272). In case of Biotopia which
is located in Vasaparken, increasing the popularity of the park could bring more attention to the
museum. Cohen et. al. found during their research, conducted in the United States that organized
activities “appeared to be responsible for attracting the most people, including large numbers of
spectators for sporting events” ( ohen et. al., 2010, S11) to city parks. Even though these findings
should be taken into consideration, still the reader has to keep it in mind that this research was
conducted in multiple parks in the state of California, US. Many of the Californian cities differ in size,
number of citizens, climate and cultural and ethnic diversity from Uppsala. However, organizing
physical activities to adults in Vasaparken could be an effective way to attract more adults to Biotopia.
Moreover, the already existing sport field next to Vasaparken could be a convenient location for
organizing physical and social activities such as weekly soccer matches or other sport competitions.
From an economic perspective it would be beneficial to use the already existing field instead of building
new facilities. Moreover, Biotopia could offer its lockers, washrooms, café and other services to the
attendants of these sport events which would lead visitors to Biotopia.

#2 - Adding Night Time Leisure Activities to Optimize Urban Park Use: Designing Vasaparken and
Biotopia for night time usage
We utilized qualitative and quantitative research methods to determine how visitors use the urban
green space. Using a combination of interviews (see Appendix A) and data collection from Biotopia
(Appendix ), we were able to get a solid understanding of the park’s lack of physical activities, night
time leisure activities, winter activities, and safety concerns.
There are fluctuating levels of visitors to the park and Biotopia at all times of the year, and by
implementing a solid calendar of events and activities that can be completed in the park, foot traffic
would increase and the use of the urban Vasaparken greenspace and Biotopia would be optimized. On
average, foot traffic in the Biotopia museum currently varies between 3000 to 8000 visitors per month
(Biotopia Museum statistics, 2014-2015). This rather immense difference in numbers are determined by
the weather, time of year, and on the types of events and café opening and closing times that occur.
Referring to a study completed by Ngesan et al (2013), titled Urban Community Perception on Nighttime
Leisure Activities in Improving Public Park Design, the authors case study focused on the use of urban
parks in Indonesia for night time leisure activities. Their findings suggested a better implementation of a
variety of elements that are similar to what we will suggest for Vasaparken.
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Focusing on the night time leisure activities, we looked at the parks infrastructure to determine whether
it would be possible to host groups of people and certain events that would increase the use of the park
in the evenings and night.
Vasaparken shows promising potential in becoming a hub of night time leisure activities for the urban
Uppsala community. Increasing the use of the park at night will provide a chance for various
demographics to participate in events that they may not usually be able to, due to day employment,
general childcare, and going to school, among other things. Opening up the possibility of having a
plethora of fun leisurely events at a decent time in the evenings will surely create a lively space in
Vasaparken.
One suggestion is to consider the creation of a special evening festival that occurs in Vasaparken, either
during the summer months, twice a month, or once a week. This festival could combine cultural options
from the neighborhoods surrounding the park, in collaboration with local high schools and the
university in Uppsala, and even with Uppsala Kommun directly. Take the example of a popular evening
night in Canada, known as Nuit Blanche (White Night), where city municipalities provide a vibrant night
filled with open shops, street buskers, and open museums with various events going on. This idea could
be implemented in a smaller scale, with Vasaparken and the Biotopia taking the reins to provide quality
leisurely activities for both adults and older children.
Additionally, the park could host specific night time sports activities such as evening baseball, track
running, football, and handball games. Increasing the availability of sports activities scheduled in during
the evening times may potentially increase the amount of people that visit and use the park. As
mentioned previously, the use of the neighboring schools sports field may help in keeping costs low,
instead of having to build a field within the park.
Lastly, as mentioned in the article by Ngesan et al (2013), residents in the Indonesian park case study
found that a brightly-lit park helped with increasing activity in the area at night, along with creating an
ideally safe space that residents were comfortable in. With this idea in mind, Uppsala Kommun could
invest in setting up certain parts of Vasaparken to be well-lit to increase the use of the park for leisure
activities at night.
To round up, investing in night time and evening leisure activities in and around the Vasaparken and
Biotopia area in Uppsala could prove to be helpful in increasing the amount of visitors to the Vasaparken
region, and providing a space that helps with the wellbeing of community residents through social
human interaction.
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#3 - Enhancing community participation strategies in Vasaparken and Biotopia area planning
The role of Vasaparken’s urban green space in enhancing the quality of life especially to those who live
in the surrounding communities should never be underestimated. It enhances physical and
psychological health by providing opportunities for physical exercises and social activities; it has
playgrounds and a pond which attract kids to have fun there either in target or on their ways back home
after school every day; it provides a solution to promote social interaction with various community
groups, and keeps down the temperature.
In our team survey “How can Vasaparken’s urban green space promote increased sustainable human
social interaction?” five local residents have been interviewed on their views towards the sustainability
of this green space. All the interviewees, the occupation of which are lawyers, project advisers of East
Africa, life science workers and housewives, agree that this green space area is beautiful and with
Uppsala university and schools nearby, it is a very good place for social activities. One of the
interviewees mentions that this green space is among the most beautiful green areas in Uppsala.
Though it is a very good place to relax, there are still opportunities for us to think of and improve in
order to ensure the sustainable development of it. This focus is the community participation strategies
in Vasaparken and BIOTOPIA planning. The voice of the community in decision making process is an
important requirement to establish quality products or services that fulfill their needs and demands. In
the field of open space management in Washington, USA, the Interagency Committee for Outdoor
Recreation (2005) stated that involving citizens representing diverse community of interests, in all
stages (from goal setting to programme and project design) will produce a system that is more
responsive to the community’s diverse needs. The voice of the community should be taken more
seriously since any decision could affect their lives. (Shuib, Hashim & Nasir, 2015, p. 5)
There are three things mentioned by the interviewees that need to be improved or changed: The
roadway close to the first building of the community should not allow automobiles traffic; the fences
should be replaced with new ones; and there are fewer elders in this green space.
There are so many kids that come out of the community and across the road to the green space area.
Currently, the road is open to automobiles and drivers usually drive too fast. It is definitely dangerous to
kids. The east and west side of the community are exposed to two wide roads and with no parking plots,
which limit the possibility of changing this road to a vehicle-free promenade. Under such circumstances,
speed limit signs with the image of kids could be erected at the two road heads reminding drivers that
fast driving on this road might cause severe danger to the children.
As far as the fence is concerned, the main function of it is a division between the road and the green
space. The cost and budget should be calculated first. From the sustainable development point of view,
broken fences could be repaired first and all fences can be painted after. By doing so, the role of the
fences are still being implemented, at the same time residents could also enjoy the new feeling it brings.
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The most important thing is that the disposal cost of the old fences and the waste it might bring up
could be avoided.
One of the interviewees showed her doubt that there are few senior residents in the green space. She
wonders if their dislike of sitting on the ground keeps them from coming there. As the green space
provides a solution to promote social interaction, various organized events such as a health care salon
and book club can be held periodically in order to attract older people. Also, listening to their voice on
how to promote increased sustainable human social interaction of the Vasaparken area can also
enhance their sense of involvement, and thus willing to spend more time at the green space.
In conclusion, in order to develop Vasaparken and BIOTOPIA into a lively and healthy green space area
that local communities can get the most out of it, different forms of involvement by local communities
such as dialogues and public hearings can be taken between planners and representatives from local
communities. By doing so, new ideas can be generated and the needs of the residents can be met.
#4 – Vasaparken as a Winter Wonderland
Vasaparken can be considered a clear choice of destination for many family outings during warmer,
brighter months. However, the dark and cold that comes with the winter months pose challenges for
attracting the public to Vasaparken. As such, some ideas to encourage great footfall in Vasaparken
during the winter months have been formulated.
The use of Katedralskolan’s football field: Utilize the football field, during out-of-school hours, for
winter sporting activities such as ice-skating. The football field is already often turned into a skating rink
by the municipality during winter, given appropriate weather conditions.
Addition of fairy lights: Many of the trees around the centre of Uppsala are draped in fairy lights during
the winter months, this adds not only light but contribute towards a cosy and safe atmosphere. If this
were to be pursued in Vasaparken, it could encourage people to come and spend more time there than
they would otherwise.
Food-themed ‘fika’: Fika is a Swedish institution and the Swedish population recognizes a multitude of
different food-themed and food-dedicated days. One suggestion to encourage greater footfall during
winter is for the café connected to Biotopia, for example, to take note of these days and plan themedfika and activities. Some days that could be included which fall between December and March are
Gingerbread day, Lucia day, the four Sundays of Advent, Valentine’s Day, Fettisdagen (Semla day), and
Waffle day.

Conclusion
In the era of information technology and modern telecommunication where our society is becoming
virtual, there is an immense need of social interaction and outdoor activities. Urban green spaces (parks)
are the places where people can interact with each other and with natural processes, and to make
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people more attractive to these spaces we need to make them clean, safe and appealing. Keeping in
mind that the green infrastructures have both physical and psychological effects on humans, we need to
make these places accessible to everyone in the society. The purpose of this project was to come up
with ideas which will help the concerned green space, Vasaparken, to attract more people. Arranging
different academic activities within Vasaparken museum, using different modes of information to let
people be aware about its importance, the inclusion of night time leisurely events, and improving on
community participation of the area will improve the human social interaction and sustainability of the
park itself.
Through systematic data collection from Vasaparken visitors and the Biotopia Museum, along with the
direct examination of the urban area, our team was able to understand and pinpoint the areas of
Vasaparken that could be enhanced in a sustainable manner. Along with literature reviews, we were
able to understand what it takes to enhance urban green spaces, and what needs to be implemented to
make it appealing to a variety of demographics. Our suggestions are realistic, and can be implemented
in a timely manner, with minimal costs. We hope Uppsala Kommun will take these challenges and our
underlying solutions for each issue into consideration.
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Abstract
Green spaces and parks in urban areas are important to the well-being of the public. These
spaces provide an outlet for the residents to socialize, relax and participate in recreational
activities. In order for parks to remain attractive and safe outlets for residents, there needs to be
proper plans and management in place to ensure that the park is maintained and well lit without
hindering the beauty and attraction of the area. Implementing sustainable development plans
within a park environment is essential for producing this overall vision. In this report, we examine
the safety of Uppsala, Sweden’s urban park Stadsträdgården, and how it can contribute to the
Uppsala municipality’s overall vision for sustainable development. Moreover, we examined how
to improve the sense of safety in Stadsträdgården through sustainable development. The
methodology we used includes a field study of the park, literature reviews and data analysis of
questionnaire surveys over the park. During the field study, different areas of the park were
observed for the overall feeling of safety and how this could be improved. The literature review
provided a background of how safety is perceived and influenced in the park, and different
aspects of park management.
(followed on the next page)
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The results of the data analysis suggest that the sense of safety at night could be improved
through additional lighting, and through improved cleanliness and maintenance of the park.
In order to enhance safety, this report includes suggestions to improve the perception of safety in
the park. Some of the suggestions include the addition of SOS phones to three different areas of
the park. Other suggestions for the improvement of safety include the addition of wheelchair
ramps onto the boardwalk and increase lighting in the dimly lit areas of the Stadsträdgården.
Implementation of these suggestions is suspected to increase the safety of the park in
accordance with Uppsala’s sustainable development plan.
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1.Introduction
Urban Parks
Urban parks were introduced globally in the mid-nineteenth century, during an era of rapid industrialization.
Parks were a response to unavoidable urban changes and were regarded as “spaces of leisure to which urban
workers could flee”(G. Nate, 2011, p.123-141). Today urban parks are intended to provide recreational,
educational and social programs, and relaxation for an increasingly multicultural and multi-class society (Low,
2005). With reference to the Sustainability Compass we can formulate a relationship between urban parks
and sustainable development within these four indicators: Society, Well-being, Economy and Nature. Of
course urbanization is an ongoing trend (Chiesura. A, 2004) with a profound impact on these indicators,
therefore it is imperative that green spaces continue to innovate and lead the way in increasing the quality of
life in cities (I.Mambretti, 2011, p.15).

Stadsträdgården
Stadsträdgården is an urban park within the Swedish
city of Uppsala (see Figure 1). It was founded in he
late 19th century and boasts an array of services and
attractions:

Figure 1: Map of Uppsala, Location of Stadsträdgården
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Uppsala Kommun describes its city gardens as “green wedges and blue corridors” and identifies them as a key
factor in the municipality’s overall vision for sustainable development (Uppsala Municipality, 2010).
Stadsträdgården is valued as a social, ecological and economic commodity for the city of Uppsala, and
exhibits both an intrinsic and physical value to its population.

1.1 Purpose - objective & research question
Uppsala Municipality has aimed to encourage the development of local social life, increase safety for
residents, and create new environments within the city of Uppsala (Uppsala Municipality, 2010). This report
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will focus on the safety and well being of Stadsträdgården, and whether improved safety can contribute to
sustainable development within the city of Uppsala. Uppsala has outlined focused objectives for 2013-2016,
two of which are:


Uppsala residents feel safe



Uppsala residents live healthy and climate friendly (Uppsala Municipality, 2010)

Subsequently the purpose of this report is to establish whether these safety challenges are a fundamental
part of sustainable development with the research question:
How can safety at Stadsträdgården contribute towards Uppsala Municipalities overall vision for
sustainable development?
Safety is considered a key aspect in establishing sustainable development within Uppsala Municipality.
Previous studies have often drawn on how “people spatially express their mental maps of fear and anxiety
through their paths and actions” (England Simon, 2010). Therefore, it is crucial to observe how the
population behave, interact, and of course perceive safety in Stadsträdgården. Enhanced knowledge of an
area and its inhabitants will lead to sustainable habitation, whereby a sustainable community is formed
comprising of social, organizational, economic and cultural dimensions (UN Habitat II Summit, 1996).

2. Methodology
This study can be divided into three different stages, consisting of a field study, literature review, and the
questionnaire survey with data analysis.
For our observation of Stadsträdgården, we have spent approximately four hours at the park at different
times, including morning, afternoon and evening hours, to get an understanding of the Uppsala locals'
feelings towards the park. From this we constructed our purpose for this report which lies in the concept of
security of urban parks. After additional observations and consultation with our supervisors, we constructed
our final research question.
The second part of the study was performed in a quantitative matter with questionnaires. These not only
helped us get an overview of people’s reflections regarding Stadsträdgården in general, but also more how
the park's visitors felt on the aspect of safety. With questionnaires it was possible to reach a broader public
which gives more answers to generate a better picture of the general opinion among the citizens in Uppsala
towards Stadsträdgården (Bryman, 2012). As a result of a short deadline, questionnaires were the best way to
quickly get the general public’s feeling towards safety in Stadsträdgården.
The questionnaire was constructed with a mix of general questions, such as age, gender and purpose of
visit, and overall perception of the park (Appendix B). A map was also included where the respondents could
point out their favorite and least favorite places within the park. In addition, there were five questions about
the visitor’s perception of safety in Stadsträgården. For the survey, 30 respondents selected at random were
asked the questions included in the questionnaire. To ensure that we reached different types of visitors, the
survey was conducted at different times of the day.
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3. Literature
3.1. Safety in parks
Parks may highly impact the wellbeing of citizens in cities making them valuable assets to the municipality.
Since parks fulfill many social functions and psychological needs, they contribute to happier and healthier
people, and thus a sustainable city (Chiesura, 2004). Even though public parks usually are associated with
more positive aspects, such as a place to avoid an otherwise hectic city life, they might also create feelings of
fear, especially for elderly and younger women at night (Birgersson, 1998; Ferraro, 1995; Stanko, 1995).
Walking in a park feeling unsafe and worried may for instance have negative consequences on the
psychological well-being. It may also lead to keeping people from entering the area, which contradicts the
actual purpose of the park.
As sustainable cities are imposed to provide a safe and healthy environment to all its citizens at all times, a
park in which people feel worried, unsafe entering and passing through, or even avoid due to insufficient
measures, must be reviewed (Birgersson, 1998; Johansson, Rosén & Küller, 2011; Jorgensen, 2013). One of
the challenges designing a park lies in that it has several purposes to fulfill, which may not always coincide.
For example, a more open landscape can create a greater sense of safety, but in doing so the conception of
beauty may be affected (Müderrisoğlu Demir, 2004).
One way to increase safety is to apply sufficient lighting when it’s dark. This affects the visitor in a way that
they feel safer as potential assaulters’ fear of being seen. Although sufficient light may contribute to visitors
feeling safer, it also leads to more energy usage, creating the question of whether the park is sustainable or
not (Johansson, Rosén & Küller, 2011). This leads the question about park safety as a complex question fallacy
where on the one hand safety is an important aspect making it sustainable in a well-being point of view. On
the other hand, creating a fully safe park may affect both beauty and energy usage.

3.2. Park management
Park management is essential to maintaining the attractiveness and safety in the parks. Management plans
are impacted by global warming through its influences on concerns and universal plans for sustainability,
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changes in society, preferences for intimate public participation, and perceptions of democracy (Arni, A.G.,
Khairil, W.A. 2013). As a result, it can become more challenging to reach a consensus for appropriate park
management initiatives in maintaining a sustainable and safe park.
In Sweden, there is a three level hierarchical system starting from the national level to regional then local
governances. At the local level, municipalities are largely responsible for the management of public services
and societal tasks amid the nine work domains, including land use planning, civil protection and safety, and
public health, crime and Agenda 21 (Johansson et al. 2009). Johansson et. al. (2009) evaluate the attention
dedicated to land use planning, civil protection and safety, and public health to be low/passive, medium and
medium, respectively. Moreover, the Johansson et al. (2009) study reveals that the planning department’s
primary focus is on risks dealing with physical environments and technical systems, and that there is less
focus on social needs and the support of a healthy, safe and secure way of living. Thus, there is room for
improvement to increase the sense of security and safety through park management.
Park management is a complex process that involves many parties in formulating a management plan.
Swedish municipalities implement a co-management strategy that includes various stakeholders and local
stewardships and conservation groups, which include public input, to discuss the park management goals and
plans (Barthel et al. 2005). The three main environments on which theses parties need to consider for
sustainable development are the natural, social and managerial (missions and policies) environments (Arni,
A.G., Khairil, W.A. 2013). However, it is the application of the management plans derived from these
environments that may be problematic due to differing perspectives of importance. The transactive planning
technique may be beneficial in park management goal implementation since it focuses on the target group
(park users), and includes the public in the decision making process for goal setting toward various steps in
the planning process (Arni, A.G., Khairil, W.A. 2013).
The inclusion of the public opinion is critical to determining which aspects of green spaces and parks are
considered unsafe, and how the target group sees them as unsafe. Aspects of a park that may increase the
sense of safety in parks include brighter lighting, effective vegetation management to increase sight lines,
increased police and citizen patrols and promoting activity in sparsely used areas (Gobster, P. H. 2002).
Ensuring these are examined and included in park management and planning will create a greater sense of
safety and attractiveness in Stadsträdgården.

4. Results
In order to obtain data on public perception of the park, a questionnaire was developed and in-person
interviews were conducted with members of the public. Data was collected on several days of the week and
at different times and locations within the park. The survey questionnaire was divided in 3 sections:
The first was related to demographics and the purpose of the visit, it also included how often they visit the
park in a weekly basis.
The second section was related to general information about how the park is perceived by the public
(attractiveness, cleanliness, level of maintenance, and ease of access), park amenities used by the public, and
favorite and least favorite locations within the park.
The third section was related to perceived level of safety within the park (during the day and night time),
and if they thought the park was sufficiently lit at night and if the current level of security and camera
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surveillance was sufficient.
The complete questionnaire can be found in Appendix B.
30 interviews were completed in total. While this sample size is relatively small, it collected information from
a broad demographic cross-section of park attendees. The results of the survey are presented in various
graphs and charts below.

4.1 Data - Graphs

Fig 1.1 Age and gender demographics of the survey.
park.

Fig 1.3 How respondents
got to the park

Fig 1.2 The reason for the respondent’s visit to the

Fig. 1.4 Perception of the respondents about how
attractive, clean, well maintained and easy to access
the park is; rated from “strongly agree” to “strongly
disagree”.
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Fig. 1.5 Important attractions of the park

Fig 1.6 Feeling of safety during the day
verses at night

Fig 1.7 Rating on sufficient lighting at night

Fig 1.8 Basis for the respondent’s perception
of saftey
Fig 1.9 Evaluation of camera
surveillance and level of security
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Fig 1.10 Evaluation of the importance of parks

Figure 1.11 Heat map showing the survey responses to favorite and least favorite L\locations in
Stadsträdgården. The green color indicates the favorite and the red color indicates the least favorite locations.

4.2 Analysis
Figures 1.1, 1.2 and 1.4 to 1.10 have been represented in bar graphs, and display the overall thoughts from
Uppsala respondents, with questions facilitating the key indicators shown on the Sustainable Compass. There
is a key theme of the importance of Nature produced in our results. Nature was the modal response of
“important attraction” (Figure 1.5) with 18 respondents, as opposed to the nightclub and dance floor with
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only 4 respondents between them. In addition, all respondents considered the park “strongly” or “somewhat”
important, therefore the population is reflecting heisura’s (2004) idea that parks are positive environment’s
of the city, and create a healthier and happier community.
Another strong theme found within the results of this report is of course safety. With over 80% of
respondents walking through the park, it is imperative that safety is of high importance to policy maker
(Uppsala Municipality, 2014). A high proportion of 21 respondents agreed that the park felt safe during the
day, although on the other hand, results in terms of safety at night were far more widespread, with only 12
respondents even agreeing (Figure 1.6). This enhances Birgensson’s (2008) theory that although natural
elements of the park appear beautiful and flourishing during the day, subsequently create dark, unsafe
environments for visitors at night. This challenge has been emphasised once more in Figure 1.7 “sufficiently lit
at night”, where 10 respondents agree that the park is sufficiently lit, whilst 8 believe it isn't.
This underlying theme of “fear” at night could be influenced by the demographic of our study. Nearly 50% of
the demographic was between the age of 18 and 35 (see Figure 1.1), of which 11 respondents were female,
thus there could be a correlation between the younger female respondents and the feeling of safety in the
park at night (Birgersson, 1998; Ferraro, 1995; Stanko, 1995). However due to the limited resources within our
quantitative research it is impossible to establish whether this correlation is of course the true reason for the
respondents feedback.
Finally, Figure 1.11 illustrates a more visual response within a heat map. These results reflect the most
interactive part of the questionnaire, where respondents circled their least favorite and favorite locations in
Stadsträdgården. Results show that locations right along the River Fyrisån are the modal representation of
“favorite location”. This could be due to the fact that many commuters traverse this trail alongside Uppsala’s
“blue corridor” whilst travelling through Stadsträdgården (Uppsala Kommun, 2010). However, once more due
to our inability to produce Qualitative data, we are unable to establish why respondents truly displayed this
trend. On the other hand, it is clear that the locations regarded as “the least favorite” were those towards the
south. Through report observation, it is possible that respondents felt the area was “least favorite” due to
insufficient light and lack of open space at that end in comparison to other more leisure based areas;
worsening already existing dark areas of intense bushes and trees (Müderrisoğlu Demir, 2004).

5. Discussion
This study examined the residents’ attitudes towards the Stadsträdgården park and green spaces. This study
provides information for setting the future strategies of urban sustainability to improve quality of life.
Firstly, the amount of park visitors appeared to be low for middle age residents, because they may be busy
with their job, and also for people over the age of 55. Of course it should be countable for senior citizen
because Sweden has a rapidly aging population that is projected to rise to 30 per cent by 2030 (Elderly care in
Sweden, 2015). The senior population needs easy accessibility, large green space, availability of
intergenerational facilities and security of space for events in order for the elderly to feel a sense of belonging
and interest. In addition, program arrangements linked with social support should been considered in
planning and management of an elderly-friendly park.
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Through overall visual observation, it is apparent that there are not a sufficient amount of boundaries,
lighting or emergency services. When it is comes to the question about visitors’ safety and securities, they
expressed from their personal experience that they feel safe in day time but not at night or during dark hours.
They mentioned that the park is not sufficiently lit at night. Other things are accountable, for example; from
research observations there is evidence of people drinking alcohol inside the park, therefore respondents can
become uncomfortable and not feel safe.
Finally, upon evaluation on the importance of parks, the majority of respondents agreed strongly that parks
are important in the city. Relaxation, recreation and spending time in green spaces are the part of human's
daily living. The demands of the citizens to participate in expanding parks and green spaces suggest that
urban parks and green spaces are not just a physical environment to increase people’s quality of life but also
an avenue to make a huge contribution to improving people’s psychological lifestyle and create a sense of
citizenship, which are two of the objectives in urban sustainability.

5.1 Implementation
There are three main strategies that Uppsala Kommun can consider when improving safety and achieving the
Sustainable Policy goals in Stadsträdsgården.
Improved access
It has been established from the findings, referring to both the research observations and quantitative
surveys from the park; that access to the boardwalk is a significant challenge for the elderly and those
suffering from disability whilst visiting Stadsträdgården (Elderly in Sweden, 2015). We as a team of experts,
suggest further wheelchair access along the river, with two further access points. At this point one possible
access point is insufficient for a sustainable environment and quality of life.

Lighting Improvements
Figure 1.11 “The heat map” illustrates, alongside our own research observation, that the south section of the
park is a concern to the local population in terms of lighting. The Philips LED, pedestrian scale lights
surrounding the main walking trails along the river and the playground are less prevalent towards this south
area (Philips, 2015). Solutions to this challenge would be that firstly; Philips, or Uppsala municipality
undertake an audit of the environment, and establish where the darkest spots are. Secondly more
economically viable ground level lighting could also be considered, especially in the small red areas of the
heat map and the alcove/round about of trees to the east of the playground, with energy coming from the
solar network situated on top of the park bins.
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Emergency Post
Considering the fact that people feel less safe at night, measures have to be taken to make respondents feel
safer. One solution is blue-light emergency posts that are positioned around the park surroundings that in the
case of emergency turn red when operated. An example would be that if you are in an emergency you press a
button on the post, which in turn lights up in red, attracting people around. This would prevent crime and
attract people if the victim needs help. It could also come to help when people get injured, for example
children at the playground. Furthermore the post could contain a button directing a call to the national SOS
call center. Similar projects have already been successful at parks and university campuses in USA (Wired
Tower, 2015; Tench, 2007). Our suggestion is to place at three of these posts at different locations of the park,
one at the north entrance, one at the playground and one at the south part of the park where the light is
perceived as insufficient. Initially introducing a single emergency post over a trial period to evaluate its
effectiveness.

6. Conclusion
Uppsala has outlined focused objectives for 2013-2016, and one of them is to make the citizens feel safe. This
report has concluded that safety itself is a subject which actually affects the population; our respondents
“somewhat disagree” (see fig. 1.6) with the current safety conditions, and therefore Uppsala municipality
must consider safety a fundamental challenge in its overall vision.
Implementation targeted toward the park users is essential. The results suggest that Stadsträdgården can be
improved on the aspect of safety through:


Improved access for wheelchair users and those with physical disabilities



The addition of lights



Emergency post

These solutions would increase the safety aspect of Stadsträdgården leading to more people wanting to visit
the park. This would not only lead to a higher well being of the citizens, but would also help Uppsala reach
their goals for sustainable development. There are economic factors that challenge the implementation of
these proposals, however in terms of the emergency post, we have avoided the employment of staff,
connecting to it to existing systems. These recommendations are a reflection from the population of Uppsala,
and they should be considered imperative in ultimately achieving sustainable development.
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Johansson, A. et al. (2009). Institutionalization of
risk and safety management at the local
governmental level in Sweden. Journal of Risk
Research, 12(5).
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Abstract
The Rackarberget and Karlsrogatan student housing areas in Uppsala have a substantial recycling
problem, which impacts its sustainability. This issue is caused by the high turnover rate of
students from different cultures and the lack of adequate recycling information provided by any
governing bodies. This results in a feedback loop within these student residential areas that
enforces a society and culture of poor waste management. Poor waste management has negative
effects on the environment (danger to animals, pollution), economy (extra money must be spent
by Studentstaden to clean up the waste), and well-being of people (reduces tranquility of areas,
health risk as people may come in contact with diseases or toxins). (followed on the next page)
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This can be solved by making the waste management process user-friendly by implementing
waste shelters, different types of waste bins, understandable infographic labels in both English
and Swedish, well distributed recycling information, as well as a Trapphus Coordinator who can
manage and monitor the students, inform them of recycling protocols, but who can also
encourage community building and healthy living. These solutions are easy to implement, require
little funding, and can also be used to engage the community to create a more sustainable
Uppsala.
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Introduction
Area
The study area is the second roundabout on Sankt Johannesgatan, near the Rackarbergsgatan area to
the west of the Fyrisån River (Figure 1). After doing a thorough search through the neighbourhoods a
block in each direction around the roundabout, a few major sustainability issues were found.
Observations of the area then led to the development of the research question: How can the
sustainability of high turnover student housing areas in Uppsala, Sweden be improved through proper
waste management and common spaces stewardship?

Figure 1: Map of the study area encompassing the Rackarberget and Karlsrogatan
residencies in Uppsala, Sweden.
Issues
The Rackarberget area is the main focus of the study as it is a high-density living space mostly for
students attending school in Uppsala. Since universities in Uppsala are world-renowned international
schools, the apartment complexes, in particular the student-dedicated accommodations such as
Rackarberget, have high turnover rates with new students replacing old students regularly. This results
in many students, and Swedish citizens, who have busy lives and schedules, who are adjusting to new
circumstances and demands, who do not always have the time, space, or patience to follow rules and
regulations set out by Uppsala Kommun and Studentstaden in regards to proper recycling and
stewardship of common areas. This resulted in observations of common outdoor green spaces littered
with plastic packaging, food, bottles, and other waste, as well as one outdoor space that smelled of
urine (Figure 6, 9, 10). Waste bins may have been present, but they were either ignored by users or
overflowing with mixed-waste (Figure 6). Outdoor spaces sometimes included playgrounds, picnic
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benches, waste bins, rundown barbecues, and well-manicured plants, but some safety and cleanliness
concerns were raised and most green spaces could be improved to promote usage and encourage
proper use of such areas. The disarray in the green spaces could also be seen in the common-use
recycling and waste management centres for the apartment complexes (Figure 12-16). Apartments
along Karlsrogatan had no waste shelters, which made the area look messy, and did not prevent access
to waste pickers (Figure 2-4). These recycling/waste stations in the Karlsrogatan area were also lacking
certain waste bins such as cardboard or household waste, and there was evidence of people not taking
the time to sort their waste and put it in the correct bin (Figure 2, 3). In the Rackarberget housing area,
each building at least had a waste shelter which required key card access, but garbage was nonetheless
piled high in the numerous types of waste bins, smelt horrible, and was strewn all over the place, even
though Studentstaden picks up the garbage several times a week and has an employee for tidying,
cleaning, and re-sorting waste in the shelters (Figure 12-16) (E. Sedvall 2015, pers. comm., 7
September). Although some students take part in recycling programs and other students may
demonstrate a willingness to recycle (Hasan and Johnston, 2010), they may not recycle due to
constraints on their time and size of dwelling (WRAP, n.d.; S. Park 2015, pers. comm., 6 September). In
order to fulfill EU’s Waste Framework Directive, waste management should follow the priority order:
prevention, reuse, recycling, recovery and disposal. The Directive gives principles to waste
management: waste management should be done without endangering human health, harming the
environment and without risking water, air, soil, plants or animals, without causing an inconvenience
through noise or odours, and without unfavourably affecting the countryside or places of special
interest (European Commission, 2015). Uppsala is following national legislation in waste management,
which should follow the guidelines of EU’s Waste Framework Directive, which is valid until 2017
(Uppsala Vatten and Uppsala Kommun, n.d.: 3). Improper waste management and neglect of green
spaces can impact the overall sustainability of an area by stemming from societal and cultural influences
and resulting in negative effects on the environment, economy, and well-being of an area.

Influences
Society
According to Hage et al. there are several aspects that affect our recycling behaviour (2009).
Moral norms, when individuals sanction themselves, are one of the more important ones; however, a
change in behaviour requires the norms to be activated. This will mainly happen if the individuals are
aware of the problem, and understand their responsibility. For example, they should understand that
household waste can actually harm the environment, and that the problem cannot be fixed by some
other actor. For this to occur, education and information campaigns are a necessary step (Hage et al.,
2009). Based on observations and information from Sedvall at Studentstaden, the information graphics
in the recycling sheds, represent the extent of information and education given to residents (E. Sedvall
2015, pers. comm., 7 September).
Another aspect that affect the recycling behaviour is the recycling infrastructure. Hage et al.
states that if the recycling stations are located very close to the residence, almost all will recycle despite
the level of morality (2009). As implied by the description of the housing area Rackarberget, there are
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various opportunities for the residents to recycle most of their waste. The recycling sheds are spread out
across the area, thus the residents are not required to walk far distances to dispose of their waste.
Despite this, the residents’ waste management is poor (Figure 13), which could be explained by the
lacking opportunities for recycling offered in the residential corridors. Observations revealed that there
is not enough space in the kitchens for bins dedicated to different types of waste (Figure 17). The
corridors could leave room for such bins, but according to Sedvall at Studentstaden that has been
implemented at several occasions, but has not been successful. Either the bins that have been provided
have disappeared, or the residents have refrained from taking out the waste (E. Sedvall 2015, pers.
comm., 7 September).
Social norms, which can evolve from moral norms and vice versa, will also impact individuals
recycling behaviours. Several studies have concluded that individuals are more likely to recycle if they
believe that others also recycle, even more so if their own recycling behaviour is visible to others (Hage
et al., 2009). It does not require more than a quick glance at the household waste containers in the
recycling sheds in Rackarberget to deduct that most of the residents do not recycle. And as there are no
opportunities for it in the kitchens or corridors, the probability of residents being affected by others
recycling behaviour is limited. The fact that Studentstaden is not providing solutions in the corridors
may also give residents the impression that it is more voluntary than it is. Especially since
Studentstaden does not seem to control or enforce a proper recycling behaviour.
Culture
While norms and infrastructure are important social determinants in the context of household recycling
effort, different types of households have “different operating models…each with a very particular set
of barriers to effective use of the recycling services.” (Jesson, Pocock and Stone, 2014, p.35) According
to WRAP, student accommodation like Rackarberget is characterised by “high proportions of
international students from a wide range of countries and cultures,” and “transient population [staying
in] term time and for one year” (Jesson, Pocock and Stone, 2014, p.37). ultural diversity and turnover
are therefore two key factors linked to recycling behaviour.
Individuals from countries with different recycling practices may have difficulties sorting waste
according to the Swedish recycling system. Hage and Söderholm (2008) found that new immigrants
have a statistically significant negative impact on waste sorting activities, due to unfamiliarity with
Swedish regulations and the language; such is the problem faced by international students living in
Rackarberget. Interviews and site visits revealed there was no information provided to them upon
arrival, nor is there instruction in the kitchen (S. Park 2015, pers. comm., 6 September). Down in the
garbage shelter, which recycling bin to use is often determined by the content rather the label, as an
exchange student from Germany, said, “I am not sure which bin is for plastics, so I throw into the one
with plastics in it.” (L. Heumann 2015, pers. comm., 9 September). Another exchange student from
Malaysia even confessed that “the garbage shelter is so smelly that every time I enter I don’t even
bother to read the label. I just throw everything in the nearest bin and leave.” (J. Tang 2015, pers.
comm., 13 September)
What complicates the sorting process is that professional recycling categories are
interpreted differently from culture to culture (Henriksson, Åkesson and Ewert, 2010). “Plastic
packagings” is a particularly confusing category — as a student from South Korea admitted, “I cannot
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grasp the differences between plastics; I put all plastics in one recycling bin in Seoul” (S. Park 2015, pers.
comm., 13 September) — and plastics packagings are sometimes found mixed with other kinds of
plastics, exemplifying the discrepancy between what recyclable plastics are and what people think they
are.
Apart from actual recycling practices, differences in “recycling culture” and cultural
connotations of “waste” also influence recycling behaviour. Individuals growing up in a less prominent
recycling culture, or in cultures deeming handling waste as the domain of the poor, the female, etc. may
have less developed recycling habits (Avfall Sverige, 2008). In particular, many students have no formal
responsibility within their original household for waste management activities and thus no prior
established recycling habits (Robertson and Walkington, 2009). J. Tang stated that most people back in
Malaysia throw away garbage without sorting at home, so she is not used to sorting inside her own
kitchen (2015, pers. comm., 13 September).
While poor recycling efforts may be more of a social integration issue than cultural issue — as
Hage and Söderholm (2008) noted that over time immigrants adapt quickly to the social norms of
recycling behaviour — students as a transient group display different behaviour compared to
immigrants settling down permanently (Robertson and Walkington, 2009). The short length of stay at
Rackarberget, usually from one semester to one year, contributes to students’ weaker sense of
community. According to Kurz, Linden and Sheehy (2009), there is a positive correlation between
individual’s sense of community and recycling participation. Yet as students come and go at
Rackarberget, non-Swedish feel less pressured to integrate through adapting to the recycling system,
and students in general have little incentive to strive for the well-being of the community through better
waste management.

Consequences
Nature
Uppsala municipality is growing; therefore, it is expected that the amount of waste will also increase,
which means there is pressure to enhance waste management. To meet these requirements, collection
of waste must be improved in the forms of availability and efficiency. There are some problems with
recyclable materials in student residence when people leave it in the hallways or on the premises of the
housing cooperative. Recycling via recycling center works fairly well at the moment, but there is some
pressure for availability in the future. The collecting of the paper and packaging waste is not working
efficiently and should be improved (Uppsala Vatten and Uppsala Kommun, n.d., 4-5).
Waste management is producing approximately eight percent of Sweden’s greenhouse gases.
Large amounts of these gases come in the form of methane from disposing of degradable waste.
Burning of plastic, transporting of waste, and biological handling of waste is also producing GHGs. On
the other hand increased material recycling, burning waste instead of fossil fuels, and making biogas
out of food waste to be used in buses and cars has decreased the amount of GHGs. Waste can also
contain a lot of hazardous matters which may spread into the environment in different ways, it is
therefore essential to reduce harmfulness of the waste and also to improve citizens’ knowledge about
hazardous waste. (Uppsala Vatten and Uppsala Kommun, n.d., 12-14).
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Improper sorting of waste causes different environmental impacts. In Uppsala the household
waste is separated into combustible waste and food waste, then there are different recycling streams as
well. The waste that is to be combusted should include only materials that are to be combusted, and the
waste should also be dry, as was not the case in Rackarberget. The recyclable waste such as packaging
and paper waste should be sorted, in order to be reused or recycled (Avfall Sverige, 2012). Incineration
of waste causes emissions such as carbon dioxide, nitrogen, hydrogen chloride, nitrogen oxides, and
sulphur oxides, plus ash and waste from the filtration systems. If there are impurities (Figure 3) in the
combustible waste it affects the burning result and also the ashes; the purer the waste is, the purer the
residuals and gases from the incineration process (Avfall Sverige, 2011, 2012). The food waste that is
collected in Uppsala is used for refining into biogas and fertilizers, so it saves a lot of natural resources
and reduces O₂ emissions if the waste is sorted properly (Avfall Sverige, 2015a).
In Rackarberget, there were some issues concerning improper waste management and litter in
green spaces as seen in Figures 9, 10 and 16. The problems with littering and improper waste sorting
cause health risks, attracts pests such as rats, but also causes problems for animals. Animals can hurt
themselves with broken glass and can swallow items that can cause sickness, painful death or
suffocation. If hazardous waste is not stored or collected properly (Figure 4, 5), leakage can cause
harmful pollution to air, soil, and water . Green areas are important in cities, they provide ecosystem
services such as purification of the air and filtering of the stormwater. Biodiversity could be richer even
in small green areas. (RajatOn, n.d.).
Sorting different waste streams is the way towards a more sustainable society since efficient
sorting of waste streams saves natural resources, energy, and money, and also decreases the amount of
pollution (Avfall Sverige, 2015c).
Economy
There are various methods to dispose of waste, such as landfills, incineration or combustion, plasma
gasification, recycling, among others (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2015). One way to select
which program or method to use can be done by analyzing the costs that implementing and operating
each may represent and select the more cost-efficient. The operation costs of each will vary accordingly
to correct execution of the method. For the recycling method this becomes particularly relevant in the
matters of correct division and disposal of waste in the correct bins by the producers of the waste and
for the frequency of garbage collection, amount of garbage sheds, and distance between them for the
garbage truck to gather the waste (Zeller, 2008). The economic model of the recycling method is based
on a $/ton basis, in which the profitability of recycling goes up as the amount of recyclable material
gathered per truck trip increases and the workforce and working hours in re-classification the waste
decreases (Conger, 2010).
In the area under analysis, Rackarberget, it was observed that the different wastes were not
properly disposed. The assigned bins for one specific type of waste were used for other types as well,
given the latter, Studentstaden had a person whose job is to resort and clean up the recycling areas
(Figure 15). The economics of recycling are then affected in two main ways:
1. If the waste was properly disposed, in terms of classification, the persons assigned to
the verification and re-classification of the material would use less of their time and
efforts executing this task. This would mean, if the salary is a variable rate based in the
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hours worked, than this cost will decrease; and if it is a fixed rate the time not spent in
that specific task can be used for different purposes among the various activities that
this worker would have (Ackerman, 1996).
2. The area under analysis presented an amount of 9 garbage sheds to dispose the
different kinds of waste (Figure 11), and it was observed that some of them were
overflowing with garbage. Incorrect disposal of different wastes, as seen in
Rackarberget, would cause the different bins to be filled faster. Traditional approaches
would suggest increasing the amount of garbage sheds, or increasing the frequency
with which the waste is collected by the municipality instead of focusing on the main
issue, the incorrect disposal.

Thus, both of these proposals would represent a rise in the operation costs of the recycling
process. The increase in garbage sheds, besides the initial investment of acquiring more garbage bins
and the construction of the sheds, imply that the pickup truck must make various stops in a relatively
short distance which increases the fuel consumption. This grow in fuel consumption would also occur if
the frequency of the collection increases (Ackerman, 1996).
Furthermore, proper management of the recycling method has the potential of using the
materials gathered in this process, instead of harvesting the raw materials from nature, to later on
proceed to the creation, consumption and disposal of the product. The use of recycled materials,
reduces the amount of energy utilized as well, which altogether results in lower production costs of new
products and a possible contribution to a decrease in these products prices (Gaines, 2012).
Well-being
Cities around the world are becoming more dense and urbanised, with green spaces becoming more
essential for the wellbeing of people living in urban areas. A green space is a wide term used that
encompasses forests and riparian areas, to parks, sporting grounds and even cemeteries (Wolch et al.,
2014), and can vary in size, biological diversity, and vegetation cover (Roy et al., 2012). They create
opportunities for recreation and cultural events, act as a ‘connector’ for social behavior, and can reduce
stress and anxiety disorders, along with promoting physical activity (Nutsford et al., 2013). In addition,
green spaces provide ecosystem services to surrounding areas through improving noise and air quality
and regulating temperature (Meise and Thielel, 2014).
The Rackarberget area in Uppsala is highly congested, but has sufficient green spaces for the
use of surrounding communities. When investigating the area, it is clear waste disposal is an issue, in
both green spaces and some recycling centers within Karlsrogatan, which has the potential to impact
the wellbeing of individuals within the community. Generally speaking, Uppsala Kommun has provided
adequate recycling facilities; however, one recycling centre in particular did not have any storage
options for electronic waste (Figure 4, 5), with microwaves, computer equipment, fridges and TVs
exposed to rain. Recycling e-waste is becoming an issue in both developed and developing countries
due to the manner in which it needs to be recycled. E-waste contains various toxins and metals, such as
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lead, mercury, cadmium, arsenic and chromium, and when recycled, workers can be exposed to these
toxins through inhalation, ingestion or skin contact (Julander et al., 2014). Though this is an isolated
incident, whilst not being stored correctly it has the potential to cause harm to the environment and
human health (Sthiannopkao and Wong, 2013; Julander et al., 2014).
In some green spaces within Karlsrogatan, particularly ones with benches/tables, waste such as
packaging, food, and glass bottles were scattered throughout the area (Figure 9, 10). In addition to
being a safety issue, it can reduce the tranquility of the area, which is a major benefit provided by clean
green spaces (Wolch et al., 2014), and can limit the desire of other residents to utilize the area. The
carelessness of some has required the additional management of green spaces by the municipality
whose time could be used more efficiently elsewhere.

Solutions
Improving waste management and common spaces stewardship in the high turnover housing
area of Rackarberget will increase the overall sustainability of the area by reducing negative impacts on
the environment, economy, society, culture, and wellbeing of residents. In order to achieve this goal,
solutions should be focused on ameliorating the infrastructure that is already in place instead of trying
to create new infrastructure or add-on more services, as this would incur excess costs. Waste shelters
should be mandatory for all apartment complexes as this increases the security by preventing unwanted
access, as well as protects the environment by impeding leaching of contaminants. It should be ensured
that these shelters are also equipped with various types of waste bins for electronics, cardboard, paper,
metal, dark and coloured glass, plastic, combustible, and compostable waste (Figure 19). A simple
solution to fixing the bad sorting habits of students is to make the process user friendly. This can be
achieved by relabeling the waste bins with large, comprehensible pictures of the types of waste that
should be thrown in each bin, along with large type instructions and labels in both Swedish and English
since all international students must speak English in order to attend university in Uppsala. To be
properly exposed to the recycling ideals and norms in Uppsala, clear and concise recycling instruction
manuals should also be posted in obvious places in student apartments and left in the room of each
student at the beginning of every semester. The biggest hurdle for encouraging students to properly
recycle is the lack of space in student apartments for waste to be separated before it is taken out to the
waste shelter (Figure 17, 18). Finding a suitable place for bins within the apartments should be a priority
as this will help students to pre-sort their waste as they will not want to sort through their waste bags at
the shelters.
Students must be encouraged to be responsible for sorting their waste, and an excellent
solution to this issue would be the appointment of a Trapphus Coordinator. A student staying in
residence for at least a year would be elected by the students living in an apartment to be a supervisor of
the students. In order to encourage people to take on the responsibility of being a TC, the position can
be advertised as a volunteer experience that can be added to resumes. The T ’s duties would include
delegating tasks and monitoring, creating schedules for cleaning the apartment common areas, green
spaces, and taking waste to the shelters, and they would also be asked to explain to students how to
properly recycle and encourage students in responsible behaviors. More simply, the TC makes the
students accountable for their living spaces and civic responsibilities such as recycling and care of green
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spaces. Responsible behavior of an apartment’s students can be rewarded by the T by means of
organized activities, parties, food, and whatever else the TC thinks their students might enjoy. The TC
can also be trained in First Aid, suicide prevention, mental health issues, and how to aid sexual assault
victims. The TC must be a friend to the other students, but also a resource and a leader. It is up to the TC
to disperse information and keep the students bonded. This student-governed system has been
employed in other universities and has seen much success (S. Leary 2015, pers. comm., September 7).
Adding improvements to green spaces such as more picnic benches, new barbecues, and more
fruit trees would also encourage more benefits and proper use of these spaces, especially if the students
become involved in the rejuvenation process (Ellaway et al., 2009; National Recreation and Park
Association, 2011). All of these renovations would result in the improved sustainability of Rackarberget
(and other student housing areas) through ameliorated environment, society, culture, economy, and
human well-being.
All of these improvements can easily be accomplished by Uppsala Kommun, Studentstaden,
and even be delegated to student groups such as the Trapphus Coordinator and students, but this
requires constant communication between the governing bodies and the TC groups. All the technology
and most of the research already exist in order for these improvements to take place, all that is really
needed is a bit of funding for the redistribution of waste bin labels, information packages, and the like.
The Kommun and Studentstaden can even involve the whole city by hosting a competition to redesign
the infographic labels with every day items to make the images more user-friendly. No laws need be
impacted by these implementations, but they could benefit from more enforcement. All of these
improvements would affect the recycling culture currently in student residences and help create a more
sustainably minded culture in its stead.
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